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DIRIGIBLE SAILS 
FOR NORTH POLE 
WITH AMUNDSEN 
Explorers Looking For Land 
Plan to Cross Arctic to 
Alaskan Side, 
THEIR SECOND ATTEMPT. 
King's Bay, Spitzenbergen, May 11.—
A huge semi -rigid dirigible, Norge, 
pushed its nose over the frozen 
northland today, carrying Roald 
Amundsen, Lincoln Ellsworth and 
Commander Nobile, who hope to be 
the first to cruise over the north 
pole in a lighter than air craft. 
When weather conditions were 
announced favorable, Amundsen, 
who heads the party of Arctic ad-
venturers gave the word that the 
fl ight was "on." 
To Amundsen and Ellsworth it 
was the second attempt to master 
the air currents over the "top of 
the world." 
HAND-PICKED CREW. 
Last year they attempted a flight 
to the pole by ariplane but were 
forced to land 150 miles from their 
goal. 
Immediately upon their return front
that unsuccessful flight, the two in 
:New 
Nobile
York—Ellsworth being an 
American—announced a flight would 
he made this year in a dirigible. 
Commander  an Italian, was 
selected as pilot and a ship of his 
own construction used. 
A few w eels ago the Norge flew 
from Italy to King's Bay and the 
last few day have been spent in 
u  ready for the flight over 
the ice bound country between here 
and the pole. Amundsen was also 
waiting for word of favorable weather 
before making the dash north. 
From King's Bay to the hole, so 
far as is known, there is nothing 
but an open field of Arctic seas and 
ice floes, Thus far explorers have 
been unanimous in reporting no land 
t hat side of the pole, but the 
Amundsen expedition' hopes to find 
land on the Alaskan side. 
Today's flight carries the hest 
wishes or three nations—Norway. 
United Stites and Italy—and should 
land be discovered a later settlement 
as to the nation with the best rights 
to claim it will be necessary. 
The' expedit ion while perhaps not 
Parrying with it the touch of it
dividual daring of the Byrd -Bennett 
flight Sunday, is expected to prove 
one of the most romantic Polar ad-
ventures in history. 
RAINS MIRE ROADS. 
Fremont, ' Neb., . lay 11.—Many cars 
were lodged in the mire of dirt roads 
and detours Sunday as northeast Ne-
braska was drenched with a heavy 
rain fall Saturday and Sunday rang-
ing from one-half an inch to three 
inches. The detour on the Corn-
husker highway south of Fremont 
was rendered impassable by the storm 
and operations of busses between Fre-
mont and Lincoln was suspended Sun-




GAS WAR AT FREMONT. 
Fremont, Neb., May 11.—A gasoline 
war, which is no novelty to Fremont 
after a winter of price cutting and 
dickering among oil stations, has been 
hanging in the in the city for 
the past two weeks, while station own-
ers stand by to await developments. 
Gasoline is selling at the majority of 
the stations for 19 cents, while the 
Standard Oil company is holding its 
price at 22 14 cents and refuses to 
change, although the price is sending 
many customers to other stations. 
ROB TRUCK DRIVER. 
May 11.—Pete Reier. truck 
driver for the Union Transfer com-
pany, Fremont, Neb., was held up 
last night near Ashland by two well 
dressed bandits and relieved of $19 in 
cash and a check. Reier was ascend-
ing a. steep hill between Ashland and 
Greenwood. when the two men ap-
proached, stepped on the running 
board of the truck and ordered Reier 
to "stick 'cm up." After relieving him 
of the money, the men got into their 
own car and beaded toward Lincoln. 
BURY JUDGE PARKER AT N. 
York, 
Y. 
Funeral Wednesday For Former 
Presidential Nominee. 
New May 11.--Funeral ser-
vices for Judge Alton P. Parker—one 
t ime democratic candidate for presi-
dent, who died suddenly yesterday--- 
will lie conducted- Wednesday front 
the St. Thomas Episcopal church it 
was announced today. 
Death of Judge Parker was not en-
tirely unexpected. He had been in ill 
health for several months. but he was 
thought improved yesterday. 
Yesterday afternoon, he left his 
suite. in a hotel here by automobile 
for Esopus, accompanied by his wife 
and his nurse. As the automobile 
drove through Central Park, Judge 
Parker collapsed. He was hurried 
!back to the hotel and was dead on 
arrival. 
For years Judge Parker was a 
prominent figure in New York politics 
and in 1904 reached the summit of 
his career when he Was named demo-
cratic nominee for president. He was 
defeated by Theodore Roosevelt. -
Judge Parker would have been 74 
Years of age. had he lived until Fri- 
day.
% € 0 
RIVALRY IN BIG LEAGUES. 
Leadership in both major 
leagues today hangs by a thread. 
In the American League the 
Yanks and Cleveland Indians are 
•• tied for first place with but a 
•• half game separating them from 
the fourth place Washington 
Senators. 
The Chicago White Sox are in 
third position by only ten points. 
Furthermore, the Philadelphia •• 
Athletics have won seven straight • 
games and are closing in fast. 
The Brooklyn Robins have only 
a half game hold on the National 
league lead over the Chicago •-
•  Cubs, who in turn are a .half 
game up on' Cincinnati. 
Today's games are of the "cru-
cial" variety. The Yankees and 
Indians begin a series while the 
Cubs and Robbins continue to 
cross bats. 
•  
FARM AID FIGHT 
IN FINAL STAGE 
Parties Hopelessly Tangled In 
Three-Way Debate, 
MAY PASS NONE. 
Washington, May 11.—Actual con-
sideration of farm relief legisla-
tion was started by the house to-
day with the three pending bills 
facing possible defeat. 
Republicans and democrats are so 
widely split over the Haugen price 
stabil ization bill, the Tincher credit 
bill and the Curtis-Aswell com-
modity marketing bill that none 
of the trio may draw sufficient 
votes for passage. 
SPLIT THREE WAYS: 
Three separate Of Of • re- 
publicans and democrats, may succeed 
in killing these measures and sound 
the death knell for a agricultural 
relief at this session. 
Administration leaders sent out a 
call for the thirty-six members of 
the • 1 'Pennsylvania delegation who tire 
engaged in primary campaigns to re-
turn here for Voles which come will 
this week. The Haagen bill, accord-
ing to leaders, will be supplanted by 






own  brit do predict that 
the Tincher fill will fail of It  passage 
if it is Sill t ed for the h Haugen 
Democrats s • according ,
present indications will line up against 
the Tincher bill while, Representative 
Dickinson republican, Iowa, believes 
nearly 
Curtis-Aswell 
a all of the Haugen forces will 
vote against it. 
The bill, which some 
regard 'as the "dark horse" measure, 
is facing objections from a third re-
publican-democratic combine, com- 
posed of some of the supporters of 
the other two bills, and opponents -of 
any remedial legislation 
The Haugen bill came up today for 
amendment with considerable sharp 
shooting in prospect. Most of the 
amendments to be proposed are ex-
pected to be directed at the provisions 
setting up a federal farm board and 
advisory council. • 
ti latter's fate if it 
final vote stage. 
,the Haugen bill make 
about the fate of their 
SPANISH FLYERS REACH LUZON 
Carry Mail On Final Leg of Trip 
to City of Manila. 
Appari, Island of 'Luzon, P. I. May 
I I .—Captains Loriga and Gallarza 
Spanish aviators flying from Madrid 
to Manila, landed here at 2:20 p. in. 
today from Macao, China. 
Hailing the aviators as 
D. 
pioneers of 
an international air mail, director 
Topacio, of the Philippines postal -ser-
vice, congratulated them and asked 
them to transport mail to ,Manila on 
their next hop. 
ENTITLED TO A REST. 
'St. Paul, Nett., May 11.--Ed 
Hoover today remained away from 
the grocery store he established here 
36 
'the 
years ago 'for the first time in 
many years. ' Hoover sold the store 
last week and gave possession to 
owner today. It is one of 
the oldest stores in Howard county. 
"I. don't know what. do now," 
Hoover said. l roam guess I'll just 
around for awhile. I've always 
wanted to do that but never had 
time before." 
JUDGE FINES HIMSELF. 
York, Neb.. May 11. A dollar and 
costs 
Judge 
is the fine imposed on Police 
Warner by himself following a 
complaint filed he four citizens who 
claim 'his honor-  failed to heed tone 
of the stop signals recently installed 
hero. 
Hang Effigy Of Man Near 
' Bert Davis Grocery Store 
Beaver City, Neb., May 11.—An ef-
figy was discovered hanging from 
the cross arm of a telephone pole 
across the street from the former 
Bert M. Davis store here early this 
morning as delegates were preparing 
to leave for the state convention of 
the Eastern Star at Hastings. 
A six foot sign across the figure 
read: 
"This is not Jeff Davis." 
A crowd gathered quickly, stand-
ing in the drizzling rain about the 
scene. 
Feeling has been high in Beaver 
City since the jury disagreed in the 
trial of Bert Davis at McCook for 
the al leged poisoning of his first 
wife. 










NAB OMAHA MAN FOR 
STRAWSTACK MURDER 
Mother Identifies Slain Woman 
as Granddaughter. 
Des Moines, May 
son, of Omaha, has been arrested at 
Kansas city for the Carlisle straw-
stack murder last July, it was an-
nounced here by Sheriff Park A. Find-
ley, who left the 'city last night to bring 
Thompson to Des Moines. 
The. arrest followed announcement 
that Mrs. Maggie Harman, of Omaha, 
had identified the torso of the woman, 
found in the ashes of the strawpile as 
that of her grand daughter and Thomp-
son's wife, Mrs. Clara, Thompson, 17 
years old. • 
Warrants for the arrest of Thompson 
and another man. who has not yet been 
arrested, were obtained by Sheriff 
Findley -and State Agent Ray Scott 
late yesterday at Indianola, near the 
scene of the murder, after months of 
investigating the murder mystery. 
Mrs. Harman identified the pieces of 
burned clothing found in the ashes of 
the straw stack with the body as 
similar to the clothing worn by her 
grand daughter when she left home 
the latter part of June without a. clue 
as to her whereabouts. Police here be-t. 
lieve the woman was 
Mrs. 
beaten to death 
first and then the body was placed in 
the straw stack and set fire to. A 
bloody hammer was found near the 
straw stack after the torso was lo-
cated last July. 
The woman's head had been beaten 
in. 
A missing front tooth and a sear on 
the left jaw, together with beads found 
on the body which were said to be the 
same as the beads worn by Mrs. 
Thompson when she disappeared from 
Omaha, aided Harman in her 
identification. 
Kansas City, Mo., May 11.—Earl 
Thompson, arrested here at the request 
of Des Moines police following identi-
fication of the body of a woman, as 
that of his estranged wife, Mrs. Clara 
Thompson, today asserted his wife was 
in  Kansas City. 
ThiaThompson told police he had met 
his wife here several days ago and had 
talked to her in a theater lob iii . She 
refused to give her address, he said. 
The charred body of a woman found 
in a burned haystack near Carlisle, 
Iowa. last. August, was .identified by 
Mrs, Maggie Harman, Omaha, as that 
of her niece, Mrs. 
wife 
. Thompson. 
Thompson has heel) separated from 
his for more than an year he said, 
and he has not been in Des Moines 
since 1919. 
DISPLAY TO KENTUCKY DERBY 
Winner of Preakness Stakes a 
19 to 1 Prize, 
Pimlico Race Track, Md., May 1I.--
Display, winner of the $50,000 Preak-
ness stakes yesterday will be entered 
in the 'Kentucky derby Saturday, • W. 
.1. Salmon, the owner said today. 
"He is just as good as any man's 
horse," the owner declared. 
The brown colt yesterday made a 
great race in the Preakness the 
fashionable turf event of the east— Daily Weather Forecast. 
nosing out Harry Payne Whitney's Fair 
betting 
and continued cold tonight and 
Blondin. Mars finished third. Wednesday. Light frost probable to-
The Salmon colt was not favored night. 
much in the and paid. a little -The temperature was 46 above at 
more , than I II In 1 to win. and 60 oho above at 
• m.. - 
225 - 9 m.---Pop- p.. 
3A- 8 I'. m. - Opera 
p. m. 
cupied the position, it was announced 
officially today. 
Cafras was a major objective, the 
stragetic value -of the position is great. 
Capture of Cafras marks the first 
substantial Spanish triumph in Moroc-
co in many years of fighting, although 
Spanish troops did manage to land on 
Alhaumas bay toward the end of fight-
ing last autumn. . 
SET DAUGHERTY'S TRIAL DATE 
Must Answer Charges May 18 
In New York Court, 
1.
Tomorrow's Radio Program.' CALL LEOPOLD AS 
(Copyright 1926 By United Press) 
WJZ New' York. 454 p. 
pedal Imps. 
WGN, Chicago, 
Musical 1 Program in, 
WHT Chicago. 100-11 I '. 
League. 
WI WIBO Chicago t






second act of 'Martha" 
opera. 
WHAS Louisville, 100-7:30 




Nash, banjo orchestra. 




I I. New Orleans, 319 -9:30 
Joliet. 
p., 
m.—Straight college spirituals, 
SPANISH TAKE RIFFIAN FORT 
Win First Major Objective After 
Years of Fighting. 
WITNESS IN PRISON 
Knife From His Shop Used to 
Kill Deputy Warden. 
Ill., May I I .--'The part 
jury. 
that 
Nathan Leopold may have had in the 
spectacular escape of seven convicts 
from the Illinois state penitentiary 
here is to lie revealed before the 
county grand today. 
One of the prison keepers—perhaps 
several of them—is to go before the 
jury and tell of conditions in the 
penitentiary which made it possible 
for seven desperate criminals to gain 
access to the chief deputy warden's 
office at the sane time, while he 
was alone. 
The keeper also will tell of Leo-
pold's activities in the prison, where 
he is serving a life sentence for the 
thrill murder" of Bobby Franks. 
Leopold himself may be called as a. 
witness, either today or sometime be-
Madrid, May 11. —Spanish troops fore the grand jury probe is conclud-
have driven Abd-El-Krim's Riffians ed, State's Attorney Hjalmar 
cases 
Rhen 
from ('afros, Morocco, and have oc- indicated.- The 
youthful millionaire college 
graduate, central figure in one of 
the most amazing murder on 
record, is suspected 'by prison keepers 
of plotting the daring jail break. 
Leopold, -they pointed out, wits in 
charge of supplies in the prison shoe 
shop. Among other tools in his keep-
ing were a supply of knives used in 
the cutting of leather anti two of 
these knives are missing. It was with 
one of the missing knives that -the 
escaping ping convicts -stabbed Deputy 
Warden Peter Klein to death. 
Leopold. according to this theory of 
the jail break, not only furnished 
the implements of death, but plotted 
the escape. He - had planned to 
participate in the clash to freedom. 
May, 11.—Former At at the last moment when the other - 
his keepers believe, but hacked out 
New York, May 
• 
torney General a H rry Al. Daugherty. convicts "went too fare in actually 
former alien property custodian T. W killing the . deputy warden. 
Miller, end John T. King. accused of The young college graduate, a bril-
conspiracy to defraud the government liant 
United 
w student. rea lized the danger 
May 18 to answer the indictments 
involved if he were to escape with will appear in federal court here 
the others and be captured—he would against 
them, assistant it ed States be 
was
hem. guilty Attorney 
General Kenneth F. Simpson 
for the deputy war-
t. n noun ced today-. 
den's murder. 
He said he  that ar- 
heReports apo sthat s Leopold tftop ehimself g e  would 
rangements for them to appear here vvwere  t en added weight when it was 
At the saute time attorneys for I h  denied 
youthful y thrill i slayer thse tai'; on that Plate had been made.
will ask dismissal of an indict- break and was anxious to testify in 
ment charging. King with filing his own defense. 
proper income tax 
three
returns, I Meanwhile search continued today, The 
 were indicted last week for the remaining two of the seven 
in connection with the return of $7,- convicts, who escaped Fi ve have 
000.000 Worth of assets of the Ameri- been captured hut. James Price and 
can Metals company to Gentian and C Charles Duchowski ha have successfully 
Swiss owners by the alien property evaded anted posses. 
custodian. A "fee" of $391,000 was 
alleged to have been paid. ,EXTRA JURORS TO TRY SHARP 
MEETING IN FREMONT. 
Fremont, Near.. May 11 —More than 
Panel of Sixty Called In Murder the convention of the Knights of 200 delegates were in attendance at 
Pythias of Nebraska, here today. 
gates, including. a program of ad- Lincoln, May 11.—A panel of sixty 
Case at Lincoln Local members of the order had made 
elaborate preparations for the dele-
dresses and a banquet. . The feature jurors has been called hy Judge Wheel-
planned for Tuesday was a, trip to er of the district court to report Mon-
Columbus for inspection of the Py- day May 17, when Frank E. Sharp goes 
thias home there. on 'trial for first degree murder in con-
nection 
A. ha
itsh tthe e death of his wife, 
Harriet 
0 0 0 0 Baldwin SAYS
WOOD TO RESIGN. 
Manila, May 11.—Governor Gen- 
• eral Leonard Wood is planning •• 
to resign early next year, the 
United Press was reliably inform-
ed Monday. Governor Wood, how-
• ever, declined to comment on the 
• report that Colonel Carmi Thomp-
son is slated to take over the 
* office, after submitting his eco-
nomic report to President Cool-
idge. 
• Announcement that General 
Wood will leave with his family 
* for the United States in Nov-
ember is interpreted here as the 
first step in his retirement. 
CU 
RUMOR BRITISH 
STRIKE TO END 
London Hopeful That Conference 
Will Bring Peace, 
SECRET NEGOTIATIONS. 
London, May 11.--(4:40 p. m.) Wide 
spread but unconfirmable reports 
that renewed peace efforts were mak-
ing progress toward an end of the in-
dustrial war roused London hopes 
late this afternoon. 
It was reported throughout the 
city that secret negotiations were 
under way. The reports were re-
flected in the optimistic attitude of 
the stock exchange at the close. 
Ramsay 
London, May 11.—(6:40 p. m.) It 
was learned reliably today from 
labor circles that a tentative form-
ula for settlement of the British 
general strike wil be submitted to 
a full meeting of the trades union 
congress general council tonight. 
A full meeting of the trades union 
congress council was cal led for to-
night. This wil l be the first full 
meeting in several days. Hhereto-
fore the counci l has acted only in-
formally . 
LEADERS CONFER. 
.1. H. Thomas harried to an evening 
conference of the trades union council 
during the house of commons session. 
Significance also is attached to 
MacDonald 's earlier confer-
ences, first with the miners' executive 
and later with the council. 
London, May 11.—Industrial peace in 
Great Britain is possible whenever the 
coal mine owners and the government 
are prepared to recognize the fact that 
the miners wages now are to.. low, A. J. 
Cook, secretary of the miners federa-
tion said today. 
Many people have been approaching 
the miner's leaders -urging settlemnt 
the strike, 'said Cook. 
"Peace is possible at any moment on 
terms that' would give economic secur-
ity to the miners," he continued, 
"The miners' wages 
coal 
yes at the present 
moment, already are too low. Peace 
is 1105511 possible whenever the government 
and mine owners are prepared to 
recognize that fact." 
London, May 11.- —Britain's industrial 
war continued unbroken today with 
dock workers at Belfast joining in the 
general strike, The government an-
nounced that many thousands of work-
ers are back at their jobs or have 
sought other employment, but the 
trades union council, which is directing 
labor's strategy, still is standing fast 
against Premier Stanley Baldwin's. de-
mands for unconditional surrender. 
King George -met his privy council 
in Buckingham palace today to dis-
cuss means of ending the strike. 
Today's official reports indicated that 
the constabular force would not be 
recruited further, and that no addition-
al troops would be needed to cope with 
strike situations. "The tide has turn-
ed against the strikers," said the noon 
communique. 
"Throughout there is a tendency 
among the men to return to work. The 
railway situation is satisfactory. On 
the first day of the strike 848 trains. 
were, operated. Yesterday 5,846 were 
opera ted. 
"Quiet continues throughout the 
country. Transport steadily is ex-
panding and the government protective 
measures suffice. There is a constant 
increase in unemployment due to the 
widening effect of the stoppage." 
CATCHES AUTO WITH LARIAT 
Child Playing "Wild West" Is 
Seriously Hurt, 
l Creston. Neb., May 11.—Treading in 
the root steps of Will Rogers, lariat 
expert, is Dean, 8 -year old son, of Mr. 
and Mrs. Vern Clark, of this city, who 
is today recovering from injuries suf- 
fered as a result of lassoing the radia-
tor cap of a flivver 
Dean tested his skill by casting at a 
passing flivver. The cast was success-
ful. As the youngster had the rope 
tied around his waist. three times, he 
was -jerked to the ground and dragged 
about a hundred feet. suffering. a deep 
cut in' the back of his head and other 
bruises and lacerations. 
On accout of twilight the driver of 
the ear, Jake Reiniccius, failed to see 
the rope fall over the radiator cap. 
WARN OF FROST. • 
Lincoln, 51a y frost warning 
for tonight was issued by the local 
weather bureau today. Frost in damp 
low places over the most of the state 
is not unlikely, the bureau said. • A 
northeast wind today will prevent 
rising temperatures and enhance the 
danger of light frosts tonight. While 
light showers were reported in the 
The beaten body of Mrs. Shari) was northwest' portion of the state today, 
found in the Sharp automobile near the weather bureau anticipated clear 
Havelock after a search by authorities skies for tonight and tomorrow. The 
been bound and gagged by bandits, who ported H Holdrege where the mercury 
following a story by Sharp that he had lolowest t otemperature 3 d el last .:t night was re-
 his wife. 
BRITISH STRIKE 
CROWS WEAKER 
Prime Minister Asserts Public 
Resistance is Slowly 
Winning Victory. 
PREMIER'S STATEMENT. 
By the Right Honorable Stanley Bald. 
win, P. C. 
(Prime Minister of Great Britain.) 
(Written exclusively for the United 
Press.) 
(Copyright 1926 by the United Press.) 
(Copyright in all countries.) 
(Unauthorized reproduction prohibited) 
London, May 11.-1 have received 
your invitation to convey a state-
ment through the United Press to 
the American people. It seems al-
most superfluous, in view of the way 
in which the American public ap-
pears to have grasped the signif-
icance of the struggle in which we 
are involved, to reiterate the prin-
ciples which are at stake. 
OPERATE VITAL UTILITIES. 
At the beginning of the second 
weeks of the general strike it is re-
assuring to he able to state that the 
community has shown itself not only 
determined to overcome the threat 
which has been made to its constitu-
tional and 'political rights, but fully 
capable of defending them efficient-
ly and calmly. 
There is no longer any doubt that 
transport and other vital services 
can 'be carried out effectively and 
are being- improved hour by hour. 
Two Issues Separate. 
Ultimate victory for the nation and 
of the cause of constitutional gov-
ernment is. in fact, assured. For there 
must be no confusion between stop-
page in the coal industry and the gen-
eral strike. They are two distinct 
issues. Stoppage in the coal in-
dustry has followed nine months of 
inquiry and negotiations. Those 
negotiations will, I hope. lie resumed 
directly when the general strike has 
been cancelled ,by the trades unions 
congress and I shah continue my ef- 
forts to see, that in any settlement, 
justice is done both to the miners, 
and the owners. 
No one, I repeat, must confuse the 
issues in the coal industry., which 
purely local and industrial, with those 
of the general strike, which was called 
while negotations between the goy-
rnment, mine  owners and - 
were still in progress. 
Fail to Stop Traffic. 
By calling this general strike, the 
trade union congress tried to decree 
that railways should not run; that 
transport should not move; that un-
loading of ships should stop, and 
that no news should reach the people. 
None of these objects has been at-
tained. The nation has not beer( 
paralyzed. Railroads are running; 
transport is moving; ships are tie-
ing unloaded; news is being dis-
tributed and what is most important 
of all, adequate food supplies are 
reaching all parts of the country. 
In short, the attempt to "hold up" 
the nation has failed and it is to !be, 
hoped that before long 
have 
the trades 
union council and the men who 
obeyed their orders will realize the 
futility of continuing the general 
strike, collapse of which is inevitable. 
When the strike is over, the British 
nation will, • by defeating it,  have 
done much to protect political insti-
tutions throughout , the world, The 
government will, of course continue 
to safeguard the legitimate rights 
of trades unions, but the country has 
shown that neither now nor here-
after will unconstitutioual interfer-
ence be tolerated in the political af- -
fairs of the nation, by any organiza- 
tion in the state. 
K. OF C. IN SESSION. 
Columbus, Neb., May 11.—An elabor-
ate variety of entertainment features 
were offered the 400  Knights or 
Columbus Who opened their 32nd two 
day annual state convention here 
Monday. Preliminary to the conven-
tion's opening a class of 45 candidates 
were initiated. State Deputy W. M. 
Whelan, Hastings, called the conven-
tion to order and introduced Mayor 
.1. S. Nichols, of Columbus, who de-
livered the address of welcome 
SEEK CANADA-TO-GULF READ 
Inter-State Meeting Held Today 
to Launch Campaign. 
McCook, Neb., May 11.—With the 
endorsement of Roy Cochran, state 
highway engineer, and Arthur Bow-,
ring, president of the Nebraska good 
roads association the newly organized 
great plains highway association to- • 
day launched 
as 
its campaign for a fed-
eral highway extending from Canada, 
to the Gulf of Mexico.. 
Harmony marked the organization 
of the association here yesterday. The 
two hundred delegates attending the 
meeting came from as. far south 
Amarillo, Texas, and as far north as 
North Dakota. 
Completion of the highway will 
make a shorter route between the 
Black Hills of South Dakota and 
Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. The 
highway will enter Nebraska south of 
McCook-, pass through, North Platte, 
Stapleton, Thedford, and enter South 
Dakota north of Valentine. Neb. 
Charles O. Woods, North Platte, 
was chosen president of the associa 
tion. A. B. Whitney, Murdo, S. D., 
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THE BRITISH STRIKE. 
Apprehension that the British labor 
strike would become involved with 
communism has been happily dispelled 
by the action of the strike authorities 
in declining offers of financial assist-
ance in a large sum through the soviet 
lenders 
government. 
at Moscow. As large a. sum as 
a million dollars from whatever source 
would be a great addition to the strik-
ers' sustenance fund, but the British 
strikers refuse to place themselves 
under obligations to the communistic 
enemies of law and order and estab-
lished If organized labor 
outside of Great Britian chooses to 
assist by means of sympathetic strikes 
that is another matter, but otherwise 
British labor chooses to make its own 
fight in its own way, treating the 
dispute entirely as a "family': affair. 
There has been speculation in the 
United States as to the possibility of 
violence, catastrophic rioting or in-
cipient civil war, hut British tempera-
ment does not run that way, and this 
worst phase of the situation does not 
appear to be possible except through 
some unpremeditated flare, and even 
then incidental and of no dangerous 
porportions. 
It is the general feeling that Great 
Britain will "muddle through" in this 
crisis as has been so often done in the 
past, yet it is inevitable that the 
people will undergo great suffering 
and that industry will suffer a damag-
ing blow. At present industry is 
virtually stopped, newspaper plants 
are closed, trains are held in the rail-
road yards, all except emergency 
transportation is stopped, and the 
distribution of food supplies is badly 
hampered. Continental labor, acting 
sympathetically, refuses to handle coal 
for shipment to England, but there is 
as yet no indication that this outside 
strike cooperation will become general, 
A close observer of the situation 
concludes that internal disintegration 
is hardly threatened, even at the in-
stigation of the red-flag wavers who 
are aiming at real revolution, and with 
whom the cause of the coal miners is 
of secondary consideration. The "mi-
nority in revolt" possibly represents 
one-third of, the population. This is a 
force wielding a preponderance of 
power sufficient to force concessions, 
even against the more highly concen-
trated power of the government. To 
avoid an impasse both patience and 
wisdom will he required by both sides, 
turd if the British characteristic shall 
again prevail, expedients will yet he 
presented that will result in an even-
tual satisfactory compromise. 
Compliments to the north pole end 
to the adventurous Lieutenant Com-
mander Byrd, who is the first to "go 
over the top." 
Another sob-squadder makes the 
plant that it is adult senility, not the 
wildness of youth, that holds the peril 
of modern life. 
Settlement 
Chicago 
of the foreign war debts 
is now a closed incident, and no matter 
what any person thnks- of these set-
tlements it is out of the question that 
they will be reopened. 
The threat of plasterers to 
go on a, strike unless their demand 
for fourteen dollars a day is met, is 
not causing dismay, but opening- the 
way for plaster substitutes. 
Two hundred and sixty-nine cities 
in the United States have closed out 
or sold their municipal lighting plants 
during the past year, being unable to 
compete with more efficient private 
operation. 
County attorneys of Nebraska have 
been active in securing the incorpora-
tion of the Nebraska Crime commis-
sion, the purpose of which is to pre-
vent rather than to punish crime, al -
through the latter is their official ob-
jective. 
A masculine man told a body of 
feminine women at Omaha, a gather-
ing of "mothers and daughters," that 
the future of America depends on the 
women. If this is really true the as-
surance will lift a great responsibility 
from male shoulders 
American girls in considerable num-
bers are demanding that they be ad-
mitted to the government military 
training camps, in order that they 
too may ,have the benefit of the phy-
sical training that is given. For the 
present, however, there is no appro-
priation available for that purpose. 
Lord Riddell complains that the 
United States seeks to rule the world. 
Of course there is no such ambition 
or intention. The commanding position 
of this country in world affairs has 
not been attained with any throught 
of ultimate world rulership. Possibly 
substitution of "leadership" would be 
a more fitting word. 
PRESS COMMENT, 
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
The "new education" is said to be 
making great strides in the countries 
abroad. The new education, states an 
authority, is based on the. new psy-
chology, while the old education is 
based on discipline. To the lay mind 
there isn't anything very clear about 
all this new education talk except that 
the educators have suddenly discovered 
that they a te pretty much at sea on the 
whole subject. Now and then it is 
explained that education for a living 
is one thing, while education to develop 
character and personality 
competition 
is something 
entirely different. Once upon a time it 
was supposed that education was for 
the purpose of laying a groundwork of 
fundamental things, such as the three 
R's, and reading. 'riting and 'rithmetic 
were considered to be a sort of full, or 
at least a sufficient, educational ration. 
But the three R's have fallen from their 
high estate in these advanced days. The 
old education, according to an authori- 
ty, spurred the pupil to 
against fellow pupils. The new edu-
cation must be a spur to help the fel-
low pupil by cooperation. 'Which mere-
ly serves to remind the nonpedagogical 
layman that education is very much 
up in the air. 'Whether to educate chil-
dren for their probable vocations in 
life, to teach them sewing, millinery, 
carpentry, cooking, and so on, or 
whether pure culture and academic 
learning are still definite objectives, or 
whether the personality and new psy-
chology stuff point to realities which 
will revolutionize the whole business 
of education—all these are moot points 
among the educators themselves and, 





STATE CAPITAL NOTES. 
The University of Nebraska Cow and 
Hen special has been showing to un-
precedented crowds at towns all along 
the line of the Northwestern Railroad 
and state university officials on the 
predict that the section of the 
state traversed will witness an unpre-
cedented development of interest ,in 
the cow and hen industry. 
Cows in herds in testing associations 
in 'different parts of the state are 
showing .wide variance in butter fat 
tests, according to reports being made 
to authorities at Lincoln. They express 
some surprise at the divergence. 
Activity in the formation of pig' clubs 
in Nebraska is greater this year than 
'ever before, it is. reported. It is de-
clared. that more boys and girls will 
he engaged in the work this summer 
than _ever before. 
It is indicated by reports reaching 
the . state capitol that the several 
counties of the state are not having as 
heavy tax collections as usual. 
Morrill Hall at the state university 
is going up rapidly. The foundation 
has been laid, the walls have been 
laid to the second floor and many of 
the window frames already are in 
place. 
The Lincoln city council this, week 
completed the legislation necessary to 
establish a two-way route to the state 
fair grounds. It is contemplated that 
traffic will he sent to the grounds over 
Seventeenth street. It will return to 
the city on Sixteenth. Both streets 
will be paved by the time the exposi-
tion opens. 
It is expected that fully 8,000 of the 
more than 14,000 Nebraska public 
school teachers will spend their vaca-
tions studying.. Most of them will at-
tend summer -school at Lincoln and 
in eastern colleges. 
University extension service experi-
ments show that if second year clover 
is plowed under in May or June, as 
much nitrogen is added to the soil as 
would result if the crop were allowed 
to grow two full seasons. 
The agricultural college at Lincoln 
is advising farmers to vaccinate early 
against hog cholera. The disease al-
ways takes a large number of spring 
pigs, it is stated, and preventive mea-
sures should be taken. The best time 
to vaccinate is ten days or two weeks 
before weaning time or about the same 
time afterward. 
Chemist Batty of the state Pure food, 
drug and oils bureau has just com-
pleted tests of so-called "animal ash." 
He declares that the samples were 
chiefly composed of vegetable matter 
and were of little value as ingredients 
for a balanced ration for livestock. 
CHINESE GIANT TO HOLLYWOOD 
Lu Yu-Ching Is Eight Feet, Six 
Inches In Height 
San Francisco, May 11.—Lu Yu-
ching. •born and reared—more proper-
ly raised—in Mongolia's big open 
spaces, -descended the gangplank at, 
San Francisco's Embarcadero and, 
gazing about him, remarked that he 
was right glad to he in a town where 
they built such nice tall houses. 
A big rice and noodle than like Lu 
would, as a matter of fact, get chum-
my with the Woolworth building. Be-
ing eight feet six inches north and, 
south, he has an odd perspective. 
Liu, whose name translated into 
English reads "Long Duck,"  ,was 
discovered in Peking by Isaac Upham, 
San Francisco business man, on a 
picture taking visit to the orient. 
Liu was doing a thriving business in 
a dyeing establishment. He had never 
been out of China, but he knew right 
away what was meant when Upham 
said: "Wanta go to Hollywood?" • 
'Friday 
SAFETY FIRST MEET 
TO BE HELD FR!DAY 
U. P. Official Outlines Plans of 
Committee In Charge, 
Assistant Superintendent Shelver, 
of the Union Pacific, was in attend-
ance at the Chamber of Commerce 
meeting Monday noon and outlined to 
members present details of plans for 
the big Safety First meeting sched- 
to he held in Kearney on 
of this week, 
These plans are those tentatively 
outlined a week ago rind previously 
announced. The gathering gets under 
way with a big street parade, in 
which many floats will be entered, 
even some local business men plan-
ning to take a part. This parade 
starts at the court house at seven 
o'clock, Moves north ;on Central av-
enue to Lincoln Way, thence west 
to the college grounds. Here it will 
disband. Services of the municipal 
band haxe been secured for the oc-
casion. 
All meetings are to he held at the 
colle
,the 
college. A Safety First gathering will 
be held immediately following the 
parade and then a, short general ses-
sion follows, the public being in vited. 
The gathering will be concluded with 
a dance, in the college gymnasium. 
It is expected that as many as five 
hundred employes of the Union 
Pacific will be in attendance at this 
meeting, majority of these repre-
senting this division, - between Grand 
Island and North Platte. A special 
train will be operated to bring the 
former to Kearney in time for the 
meeting and way station stops will 
be made to pick up other employes 
along the line. 
Other employes, from various parts 
of the state, are also expected to be 
in attendance and the Union Pacific 
will also he well represented by of- 
ficials. 
The $10,000 model train is to he 
brought here, giving many Kearney-
ites their first opportunity of seeing 
this little wonder in action. It is a 
completely equipped train, every -de-
tail being perfected. 
While the Safety First meeting is 
arranged primarily for employes of 
the Union Pacific, the public is in-
vited and urged to attend. 
FATS ARE REARING FOR GAME 
Want to Make Grease Spots of 
the Leans Thursday. 
The Fats and the Leans are to cross 
bats on Thursday evening of this week, 
at six -thirty, on the fair grounds 
diamond. 
Seemingly the Fats are pretty well 
organized, having fifteen heavyweights 
to draw upon, a fat umpire to make 
the decisions and a fat mascot to do 
his stuff for them. Their weights are 
seemingly exaggerated a trifle, hut this 
should be charged -to Joe Simpson, who 
was left to do the guessing. The Pat 
lineup, as' furnished by hint, follows, 
Joe Simpson, 235; Lamphere, 230: 
Moody, 225; George Rogers, 300; Jack 
Nelson, 450; Fred Morrow, 225: Fred 
Richter, 210: Watson, 205; Fulmer, 
215; McNulty, 290; Spires, 296; B. 
Nelson, 200: Stonebarger 219: J. Gra-
ham, 240; Nystorm, 235, They have 
kidded L. A. Denison into umpiring 
the job and "Puny" .Knapper to do his 
stuff as a 
initiation 
mascot. 
So far no word has been received 
from the Leans, but it should he no 
t tick to scrape up a team skinny enough 
to beat this gang, even if there are 
fifteen of them—count 'em. 
LOOK FOR A BIG ATTENDANCE 
V. F. W. Meet at Grand Island 
Next Month, 
Grand Island, May 11.—Personal in-
vitations are being sent to every 
member of the veterans of Foreign 
Wars of Nebraska for the sixth an-
nual state encampment to be held in 
this city June 6, 7, and 8, Commander 
J. B. Momsen, of the Groff-Huse 
Post, Grand Island, chairman of the 
committee in charge of the arrange-
ments, said 'today. 
The Grand Island Chamber of 
Commerce is cooperating in prepar-
ing for the largest encampment 
ever held by the veterans. The en-
campment will be opened informally 
at a smoker on the night of June 6. 
Business sesions will get under way 
June 7, featured by addresses of wel-
come by Mayor M. W. Jenkins, E. J. 
Wolbach, president of Grand Island 
Chamber of Commerce and Com-
mander Momsen. The response will 
be given by Dr. Guy Seward, Fremont, 
department commander. 
Featuring the afternoon program 
will be the initiation of new members 
by an team from Kearney. 
The sixth annual banquet will be 
held on the evening of .June 7 with 
Thomas Miller, Grand Island, as 
toastmaster. 
Election and installation of officers, 
unfinished business, a fish bake and 
an informal dinner will feature the 
closing day of the encampment. 
MOTHER A SUICIDE. 
Fairmont, Minn., May 11.—Two 
hours before an 
from 
indictment charging 
her with murdering her five-year old 
son Raymond, was made public, Mrs. 
Esther Atz., 28, committed suicide by 
swallowing poison, in her home here. 
The body was found by the mother, 
Mrs. Fred Knoll, who said the fear 
of. being indicted mad driven her 
daughter to the act. Chemists of the 
University of Minnesota, bad reported 
that a large quantity id poison was 
found in the son's hotly and Mrs. Atz 
had been arrested, 
ATTACK FOOD TRUCK. 
London, May 11.—A crowd attacked 
a food truck Monday three miles 
New Castle and gave the police a 
hard fight before they were driven off. 
Seven persons were arrested. 
• COUNTRY CLUB OPENING. 
• Pairings for the mixed golf 
• foursomes tomorrow afternoon, 
• for the spring opening, were 
• printed in the Daily Hub yes-
• terday. No further notice wil l be 
• given. Partners wi l l make their 
• own arrangements. Anyone who 
• can not play is expected to notify 
• the golf shop Wednesday fore-
• neon so that substitutions can be 
• hoped for. Cards in the afternoon, 
• starting at three o'clock. Dinner 
• at 7 o'clock fol lowed by dancing, 
• reservations one dol lar. 





—Frank Bernard. of Shelton, return-
ed home late yesterday afternoon mak-
ing- a local business call, 
- C. Tabor. was a Gibbonite who 
spent a few hours in the city yester-
day on business. 
- S. B. Halliwell, of Odessa, was a. 
business caller at the court house on 
M 
sev
Monday y afternoon. 
—Vincent Kreitzer, of Amherst, was 
a business caller in the city for a few 
hours yesterday. 
—Joe Worrell returned last night 
from Falls City, where he spent 
eral days on business. 
H. (Merest left last evening for 
Omaha, 'where he is spending a few 
days on business. 
—A. A Juhl, of Amherst,. left this 
morning for Galveston, Texas, on a 
business errand. 
—Ed Peterson, of I Holdrege, was 
among the Kearney business callers 
yesterday afternoon. 
—G. E. Kinney returned to Lincoln 
today after having transacted busi-
ness here yesterday. 
—E. Cole and A. J. Wood were 
among Lexington business callers and 
visitors in Kearney yesterday. 
—Mrs. Lela Normand, of Hastings, 
was a Kearney, caller yesterda re-
turning home this morning. 
—Al. E. Dunkelberger 
—Rudolph 
, ,of Lowell, 
autoed to Kearney 'yesterday and put 
in a few hours here on business. 
Biter was in from his 
Basco township place yesterday after-
noon on a business errand. 
--A. .1. Patterson, of Riverdale 
township, had business to transact in 
Kearney yesterday. 
—Jim Prather was in from Calla-
way yesterday, transacting business 
here for a few hours. 
Glatter 
—Ed Lafgren, of Lexington, had 
some matters of business to transact 
in Kearney yesterday. 
—William 
Shambaugh 
was among the 
Amherst business callers and visitors 
seen in Kearney yesterday, 
W. Greer was among Shelton-
ites who had matters of business to 
transact in Kearney yesterday. 
—Paulus Pauli came down from 
North Platte Sunday to' visit here 
during the day with his mother. 
—J. J. came- up from 
Gibbon yesterday afternoon and trans-
acted business about the city. 
—William Albright journeyed down 
from Amherst yesterday afternoon, 
having some business to 'look after 
here. 
—W. C. Schucker returned to his 
home in Elmcreek late yesterday 
afternoon, after  making a business 
call here. - 
—Ws, C. 'E. Summers and Mrs. S. 
W. partridge, of Grand Island, were 
here Monday connection with the 
St. Cecilia music department of the 
Woman's club, 
SENIOR PLAY TO BE 
GIVEN NEXT FRIDAY 
"The Youngest" Promises to Be 
Big Success. 
A quarrel among .the 
to 
members of 
the family over $600,000 and a pin 
factory is the plot of the Kearney 
I College senor play which will be 
given in the College auditorium, May 
14. Phillip Barry's famous play "The 
Youngest," as put on by the senior 
class will feature Ralph Hansen, of 
Johnson, arid Miss Corrine Munson, 
of Kearney, as the leading characters, 
The youngest of the family por-
trayed by Ralph. Hansen was born 
eleven months after the will of his 
father, Mr. Winslow, had 'been made, 
and it is thought that he is entirely 
out of the will. The rest of the 
family procede make life miser-
able for him, attempting to force 
him to work in the pin factory much 
against his wishes. However he wants 
to write, and only after many- com-
plications and difficulties does he suc-
ceed in getting ahead of his tor-
mentors. Nancy Blake, a girl who 
comes to visit the family helps him 
out of his troubles. 
Altogether the play is highly en-
tertaining and is one of the hest of 
its type ever put on in Kearney Col-
lege. Merle Pierce of Oconto who 
had the part of Oliver, the oldest 
brother, was forced to give up his 
part so Clifford Paine of Oconto will 
take his place. Miss Miriam Eck-
hardt, instructor in the English De-
partment is coaching the play. 
They Wish Him Success. 
C. D. SeCheverell, of the Central 
Power company, who left today for 
Chicago, attended the Chamber of 
Commerce noon meeting
Fine Program. 
 Monday and 
took occasion to express his apprecia-
tion of the cooperation given by Kear-
ney business men. A resolution was 
adopted by which the Chamber ex-
tended its best wishes to Mr. Se-
Cheverell for success in his new field, Gave 
a 
About one hundred accepted the in-
vitation of the - -Woman's club and at-
tended the musical recital at the 
Methodist church last evening, upon 
which occasion the St. Cecilia society, 
of Grand Island, gave a most pleasing 
concert. Solo numbers and group 
than 
features were embodied in the pro-
gram, which altogether proved most 
delightful. The visiting musicians dis-




hear them last night . 
B. C. F. B. ASSOCIATION. 
Assessment Number 221 on the death 
of Mrs. Augusta Richter is now due 
and payable at Mrs. Chris Jacobson's 
26th street and 1st Ave. Phone 8557 
or Bower Funeral Home. 
e Pinnacle ANNUAL 
ELECTION IS 
HELD BY THE D. R. 
Mrs. Pickens; Regent: Dedicate 
World War Memorial, 
The May meeting- of Fort Kearney 
chapter, D. A. R., 
B. 
s held at the home 
of the regent, Mrs. . 0. Hostetler. 
Preceding the ritual the hostess gave 
a delightful Medley of national airs 
on the piano and concluded with "The 
Star Spangled Banner:" on  the Vic-
trola. 
Reports of the various committees 
followed the regent's 
lection 
survey of the 
chapter activities for the past year. 
According to the registrar, NI Mrs. 
George Burgett, many 'new hooks on 
genealogy have been added to the col-
placed in the city library. Ten 
new members brings the present mem-
bership up to ninety-one. 
Mrs, Ray Bennett read interesting 
excerpts from the proceedings of the 
national meeting at 'Washington, where 
Mrs: - Alfred Brosseau succeeded Mrs. 
_Anthony Cook as president general. 
Mrs. Crook made_ a strong plea for law 
enforcement in order to combat pres-
ent tendencies against law and order. 
Bess Gearhart Morrison read, "Old 
Glory," to the N. S. D. A. R. in Conti-
nental Congress assembled. 
The following new officer's were elec-
ted by the local chapter: Mrs. .1. W. 
Pickens, regent: Mrs, Horace Cart, 
vice-regent; Mrs. H. D. Miller, secre-
tary; Mrs. L. J. Hendryx, 
an 
treasurer; 
Katherine Dickerman, registrar; Mrs. 
-W. S. Clapp, historian; Mrs. J. W. Hill, 
chaplain. Flag 
Day, heretofore observed by the 
chapter, will he dispensed with this 
year at the closing meeting, but in its 
stead will he the dedication, on Me-
morial Day, of the cemetery gate erect-
ed in honor of World War soldiers. 
The purchase and erection of this gate 
is considered the crowning achieve-
ment of the year by the chapter, made 
possible through the splendid coopera-
tion of interested and grateful pub-
lic. 
Mrs. Hostetler served - punch and 
cakes at the close of the meeting. 
FILES A SUIT FOR DAMAGES 
Delay In Shipment Causes Loss 
on the Market, 
John Termin has filed suit in district 
court against the Union Pacific for 
damages in the sum of $750 and inter-
est from July 1925. He fixes this 
amount as the loss which he suffered 
by virtue of a delay in making a cattle 
shipment between Kearney and St. 
Joe, last year. 
According to the petition filed Ter-
min loaded ninety-nine head of stock 
Kearney, consigned to St. Toe for 
Marketing. This shipment was delay-
ed, due to a track washout, it is stated 
and further the plaintiff alleges that 
the animals were not properly fed and 
cared for during this delay. In ad-
dition the market broke and as he was 
compelled to sell immediately upon un-
loading, or face the possibility of ad-
ditional shrinkage, he took a loss -of 
$750 as compared to the prices which 
would have been received, had the ship-
ment -gone through on scheduled time. 
The case is slated for trial at the 
next regular term of district court. 
GET READY FOR THE BATHERS 
Hope Weather Wil l Permit Opening of 
Pool in Few Days. 
J. A. Perkins, representing- the Per-
kins Laboratories, Omaha, was in the 
city yesterday, calling at the 1733 park 
and preparing to algae proof the swim-
ming pool. Chemical testing and puri-
fication of the water follows and, 
should weather permit, bathers may 
anticipate taking a plunge within the 
next week, Regular dances will now 
be held at the park on Wednesday 
and Saturday evenings and a movie 
program will he a regular Sunday 
afternoon and evening offering. 
Last Program of Year. 
The Women's Home Missionary so-
ciety of the M. E. church will give their 
closing program of the year on Wed-
nesday afternoon, in the community 
rooms. Mrs. 0, E. Fitzgerald is leader. 
The following program is planned: 
Devotionals led by Sirs. C. B. Daniel-
son; song, "My Mother's Bible," Mrs. 
Ptacek: talk on Mexican work, by Miss 
McKeenan; 
Mrs. 
vocal solo, by Miss Daniel-
son; Dr.B, B. Braden, of Grand Island, 
will give, a short talk on "Christian 
Stewardship." S. A. D. Henline 
and Sirs. A. J. Trimble will have charge 
)f the enigas. A social hour will fol-
ow the program, in charge of Mrs. 
A, E. Brigham. Mrs. E. F. Reed and 
Mrs. Alcorn. 
WANTED. 
$1,850.00 to place on a well im-
proved home on west side. Loan 
to run for three or five years. 
A. C. Wittera 
ABSTRACTOR AND REALTOR. 
Building and Loan. 







Kearney Lumber & 
Coal Co. 
Phone 10 
You Have Spent Your Life Building Up Your Estate. 
Spend One Day Safeguarding It. 
Nine out of ten inherited estates are dissipated 
within seven years. 
Yet, in building up an inheritance for your family 
you are interested in providing for them fm' life. 
We can advise you as to how to pursue 10 insure 
just that. 
GUARANTY TRUST CO. 
Hollingsworth, 
Kearney, Nebr.. 
Dan Morris, President. F. E. See Secretary. 
 
• 
AG-BOWER St SON 
FUNERAL HOME 
11 
114 WEST 22ND. ST. 
PHONE 273 .t 
PRACTICES FOR MAY Hall's Catarrh 
FETE ARE ATTENDED 
Big Pageant Promises to Be a 
Great Success. 
"Over, up, and jump! Over, up, and 
jump! One, two, three." Mornings, 
evenings and Saturdays such sounds 
may be heard in the gymnasium. 
"Over, up, and jump," the grasshoppers 
are preparing for their ravages. "Hop, 
hop, whirl, whirl, and run," the winds 
are getting ready to sweep down the 
hill. "Leap; swing, one, two, three," 
and the savages are ready to keep 
the Captive Goldenrod forever in their 
clutches. Smoke and Flame, Spring, 
Snow, and many other groups are 
practicing daily for the big May fete 
which will he given at the Kearney 
Lake, Saturday afternoon, May 29. 
The biggest pageant ever' attempted 
in Kearney, a cooperation of the Art, 
Music, and Physical Education de-
partments, is called the "Captive 
Goldenrod." The pagaent 
instructor 
was written 
in the English Department and has 
been worked out by Kearney pupils 
and Janet Pickens, of wom-
en's physical education. The folk 
dancing. class has :worked 
,used 
out the 
dances to music which the Music De-
partment has chosen, under the di-
rection of Professor R. C. Rogers., 
Elaborate costumes will he in 
the pageant. Miss Smith of the Art 
Department has worked out the cos-
tumes for all the group and the wom-
en in her department are aiding' in 
making. them. The costumes have 
been much work, especially the dying 
of the rainbows arid other costumes. 
Music for the whole affair will be 
furnished by the ('allege orchestra in 
its entire personnel. Miss Janet Pick-
ens is working out all of the dances 
and is coaching the pageant. She has 
worked for two months on the organ-
ization of the fete and now that it is' 
organized she is engineering all of the 
practices personnally. 
Camera 
Over two hundred and fifty women 
in the school are taking part in the 
entertainment, the cast of which is 
strictly feminine, the men's parts be-
ing worked out and played by women. 
Every member of the women's physi-
cal education classes are taking part, 
and also many who are not. The 
first big practice will be held 
at the lake Saturday May 8, at the 
pointed arena. If it rains the practice 
will be held at the gym. The sav-
ages will meet at 8 o'clock, the Sand 
at 9, the Wind at 10, the Snow at D. 
In the afternoon the Raindrops arid 
Rainbow will practice at 1, Spring at 
2, Grasshopper's at 3, and Smoke and 
Flame at 4. All solo dances will prac-
tice at 5. All members of the fete are 
expected to report at the appointed 
time, 
Photographs, Quality Studio. 
Picture Framing Midwest Shop 
will do what we 
claim for it —
rid your system of Catarrh or Deafness 
caused by Catarrh. Also as a Blood Purifier 
it gives wonderful results. All Druggists. 




Yes, sir, that's the gift for "her
- a tempting box of Keenan's 
Chocolates, Buy them today. 
J. E. Keenan Candy Co. 
e
FARMERS STATE BANK 
-- KEARNEY 
ty, 
Has Served the People 
for almost Forty Years. 
May We Serve 
You Now? 
T. ,Berquist, Atty. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
In the County Court of :Buffalo Coun-
Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of Katherine Adams, deceased, 
Public notice is her  given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
the administrator of said estate be-
fore said court in the ,court house in 
said county on the 9th day of August, 
1926 at 9 o'clock a, m. for the pur-
pose of presenting their claims against 
said estate for examination, adjust-
ment and allowance. 
Three months from the 7th day of 
May, 1926, are allowed creditors to 
file in this court their said claims, and 
rill claims, not filed within said time 
will he forever barred. 
Dated this 7th day of May, 1926. 
(Seal) .1. M. EASTERLING, 
m8d4w County judge. 
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C. OF C. MEETS 
TODAY TO TALK 
NATION'S TRADE 
National Chamber Holds Largest 
Conference History at 
U. S. Capital, 
Washington, May 11 .—Outstanding 
economic problems that are hindering 
the orderly development of business 
will he discussed at a national business 
conference starting here today and 
lasting to May 13. under the direction 
of the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States. 
The conference is expected to be one 
of the largest in the history of the 
National Chamber with representatives 
of more than fourteen hundred business 
organizations located in every state in 
the Union and many foreign countries 
in attendance. The delegates will in-
clude leading industrialists, bankers, 
will be a group meeting held for the' 
benefit of business men especially in-
terested in foreign. commerce which 
will he attended by representatives 
from American Chambers of Commie 
of 
,
in foreign countries This will be the 
first time that spokesmen from these 
outposts of American trade will have 
had an opportunity to bring the services 
their organizations to the attention 
of American business men gathered in 
a national convention of the Chamber 
of Commerce of the United States. 
The extent to which American busi-
ness men in foreign hinds have banded 
together for the protection of American 
interests and the promotion of Ameri-
can trade is indicated in. the existence 
of thirty American chambers of com- 
merce in foreign cities, all of them self-
supporting, independent organizations, 
serving as links between business of 
the country of their establishment and 
the United States. 
Some of these organizations, it 
in 
is ex-
plained, maintain representatives in 
the United States end have in their 
membership many houses whose export 
trade is directed entirely from the head 
offices in this country. It is expected 
that many export managers of such, 
houses will he present at the confer-
ence to discuss with representatives 01 
these organizations overseas methods 
closer cooperation the promotions 
of American trade. 
In addition to the regular program 
for the conference, the by-laws of the 
railroad officials, economists, merchants chamber provides that business organ-
and shippers. izations which- are members of the 
chamber may in advance submit The major subject, around which all 
tions for consideration at the meeting. the discussions of the three-days' con-
score -Reg- of organizations ha ve taken 
in Business." Prominently fea-
ference will center, will be "Self
advantage 
economic 
of this provision, and the subjects 
proposed for considered give 
an index of the type of prob-
lems uppermost in the thoughts of the 
business 'men of the country. The 
questions submitted cover a broad 
range of business thought; dealing with 
and business men of national promi- such subjects a s taxation, reclamation , 
nence will take part in the discussions. Postal 
United 
rates, national, defense, the In- Among 
the speakers will he: Governor erstate t e Commerce Commission  , im - 
Albert C. Ritchie, of Maryland; John 
W. O'Leary, president, Chamber of 
Commerce of the States: Fred 
I. Kent, vice president, Bankers Trust 
Company,' New York; Julius I I. Barnes, 
formerly head of the United States 
Grain Corporation, New York; Dr. 
Julius Kline, director of the Bureau of 
Foreign and 'Domestic Commerce: Hon. 
S. W. -Wade, Superintendent of Insur-
ance, Raleigh, North Carol' a; A. L. 
Humphrey, president Westinghouse Air 
Brake Company, Pittsburg; Milton E. 
Marcus, president, Bedford Pulp and 
Paper Company. Richmond, Virginia; Il oak, Neb., May 11.—Business-
john B. Miller, president, Southern men from cities in North and South 
California Edison Company, Los An- Dakota, Nebraska 
service, 
, Kansas, Oklahoma 
geles; E. T. Meredith, former secretary I and Texas met here Monday to launch 
tured on the program are two addition-
al subjects of great importance to busi-
ness interests, "Local and State Taxa-
tion and Budgeting," and "Relations of 
the States to the Federal Government." 
High government and state officials 
migration, highway transport, health 
the Federal Trade Commission, 
crime prevention, aeronautics, public 
lands and national forests 
-of the Department of Agriculture; Des 
Moines, Iowa: A. J. Brasseau, president, 
Mack Trucks, Inc., New York; and R. 
Goodwyn Rhett, president, Peoples Na-
tional Bank, Charleston, So: Carolina. 
The conference will be divided into 
two classes of meetings, one the gen-
eral meetings which will be attended 
by all the delegates, and the other 
group meetings at which the subjects 
of particular interest to the various 
branches of industry, finance and com-
merce- will be considered. These group 
meetings will deal 
conference 
with questions re-
lating to agriculture, merchandising, 
finance, foreign commerce, insurance, 
manufacture, natural resources, pro-
duction, transportation and communi-
cation and civic development. 








So tens Hard 'Water 
WASHING 
AFTER A NORTH-SOUTH ROAD 
Highway Boosters at McCook to 
Talk It Over, 
a campaign for a new transcontinental 
highway extending from the Canadian 
line to the Gulf of Mexico, 
with the state highway departments 
of the two Dakotas already in favor of 
the highway, means for securing the 
approval of state officials of the re-
maining states were discussed. 
Most of the 200, men here for the 
meeting made the trip by automobile. 
those from the north assembling at 
North Platte this morning and form-
ing a caravan for the remainder of the 
trip here. 
Roy Cochran, state highway engineer, 
and Arthur Bowring, Merriman, Neb., 
president of the Nebraska Good Roads 
association, attended the meeting. Both 
expressed interest in the proposed high-
way, which would give a 'shorter route 
from the north to San Antonio, Tex., 
and 
Ringgold, 
other gulf cities. 
Nearly 15 Nebraska cities sent dele-
gates. Most of the South Dakota dele-
gates came from Pierre and Mission. 
Under the proposed route, the high-
way would enter Nebraska from the 
north at Valentine and pass through 
North Platte, leaving the state south 
i - McCook. Three routes between 
North Platte and Valentine were dis-
cussed. One of these would go from 
North Platte through Stapleton and 
First 
the second through Tryon 
and Thedford and the third through 
Mullen and Seneca, 
Galloway's —Car Washing, and 
Greasing. Phone 13. 
EMPRESS oe  any d e and Wednesday 
WONDERFUL LOVE STORY EVER FILMED 
Gloria in her very best pic-
ture._ Love, glory and ro-
mance. A picture that will 











Y 011 r sweet-
heart in. t h e 
rustle of silks 
or rare beauty. 
Big Comedy--"DOME DOCTOR"—News 
The first 200 adults at the show this evening get a 
Movie Magazine. 
NEBRASKA SHOULD CLAIM TRUE PLACE. 
By M. A. BROWN. In the Omaha Bee. 
Nebraska should claim .its place in grain and hay rind alfalfa; in sugar 
beets and potatoes; in apples and 
small fruit; in beef, pork and mutton; 
in poultry, eggs and creamery staples; 
in water that is pure and abundant; 
is 
of a 'pioneer commonwealth which in the golden mean of altitude and 
ranks today with the topmost states in the aggregate of days of sunshine 
of the union. and nights of moonlight. Nebraska 
It is not enough to know that we not a lazy man's paradise, but it is 
have a great state, or to assert its the industrious man's haven of con -
advantages with faint praise. It is tent. 
not sufficient to "let the lower lights Easy street runs parallel with Main 
he burning," when circumstances de- street in a million communities. To-
mand that the brightest beacon light day ( lees not ma tter. Tomorrow is shall 
shed its rays from the highest always another day. So 'why worry? 
tower. The timely slogan of the 20th There will doubtless be other tomor-
century is "Tell it to the world!" rows. Easy street is so restful and
The motive power, the compelling comforting. Why hustle? We have 
force f the age, is publicity. Wit- the appeal of the automobile and the 
ness its power in a vast field of radio. Why heed the can to service? 
propaganda and exploitation. We Lest we-forget, 
live 
let us repeat, that the 
may have the catchiest "mouse trap" demands of progress are imperative; 
in the world, but we need not deceive and they apply to nations, common-
ourselves that the multitude will wear wealthy rind communities. 
a path to our door in quest of it if Nebraska has outrun her youth 
we fail to advertise the fact. and demonstrated her fitness to 
mother the homeless of other states Should Sow Seed of Publicity. 
and other lands. We in the light 
of progress and opportunity. Do we 
do ourselves justice and do we do 
a proper part toward other people, if 
we hide that light under a bushel? 
Exploitation Efforts Few. 
the sun that has been earned by a 
half century and more of modest but 
effective service in the development 
The' rule that applies to a com-
modity bears quite as directly on any 
given state in its relation to the en-
tire community of states. We should 
know this in Nebraska, for our own 
and other western states have given 
of their financial resources to exploit Efforts to properly exploit Ne-
other states that are really less braska have been few and far between. 
favored, and our own people have Legislatures have been niggardly in 
responded to the lure of states ,west 
and south, where the pulling power 
of publicity has been employed to its 
utmost. 
Sowing freely the seed of publicity, 
and cultivating it with care, they 
have reaped a rare harvest of popu-
lation and visible wealth: 
Should we he less wise? 
We can not lay claim to sea coasts 
or dilate upon a climate of perpetual 
mildness—but we can do better than, 
that. In this Middle America we can 
make much of the four changing 
seasons—balmy springs. breeze-laden 
summers, the lengthened Indian sum-
mer months of the fall, and the short-
ened period of winter—a temperate 
average such as the Master of the 
universe has ordained for the highest 
a average of healthfulness fulness and for 
man's general well being. 
Nebraska Offers Thousand 
Opportunities. 
Possibly no other state compares 
with Nebraska in all-round produc-
tiveness ;111(1 high percentage of prof-
it derived from the sovereign pur-
suit of agriculture. Few, if any, can 
point to the map at es few -acres that 
are unproductive. No 
tion has 
man can show 
a greater variety of products—in and patriotic turn of mind will follow. 
providing for legitimate publicity. 
Each community has been for itself 
and "any old thing" for the hindmost, 
A break in the monotony of idle-
ness was made by the daily news-
papers of the state last year, with a
self -subscribed fund to pay for Ne 
braska. publicity. The second ca m 
paign of 'the Nebraska Daily News-
paper association, comprising 11 dailies 
has been inaugurated. ' The associa-
also endorsed the proposal for 
a great cooperative campaign reach- 
ing into every community and news-
paper, for the primary purpose of 
making Nebraska people better ac-
quainted with their state, or stilling 
it- more tersely, to ''Sell Nebraska to 
.Nebraskans," believing that when that 
is done, all other things which we 
most desire or deserve will be added 
to the schedule of assets of the state 
bountiful. 
is 
The call to service is to all Ne-
braskans. Its appeal to all agencies, 
all organizations. all interests. It 
for the newspapers, as avenues of 
publicity, to lead, without present 
prompting of self-interest or thought 
of immediate corn compensation t bee Where 
the newspapers lead we may safely 
assume that all others of progressive 
BYRD MAKES GOOD 
HIS LIFE AMBITION 
Naval Flyer Who Crossed Pole 
Prepared For Years. 
New York, May 11.—Twenty years 
ago, Richard E. Byrd, a school boy, 
read a book on arctic exploration; 
Sunday Commander Richard E. 
his, 
Byrd 
winged northward from Spitzbergen 
and returned to announce he had 
crossed the north pole. 
The long link in Byrd's life be-
tween his reading of bitter hard-
ships behind dog drawn sledges and 
the realization of dream was, 
crowded 'with his efforts to master 
the mathematical details of naviga-
tion, the technical equipment of the 
explorer. 
The time between inspiration and 
realization was. spent in assiduous 
study at the nation's naval academy, 
the mastery of aviation 'and the de-
velopment of navigational equipment 
for the successful trans-Atlantic flight 
of the NC-3. 
Captain Robert E. Peary spent 
weary period in equipping a schooner, 
in a weary cruise, in a -back break-
ing tramp and a tedious verification 
of his whereabouts at noon each day. 
Byrd spent that period in laboratory 
and the chart room. Then he dashed 
into the arctic circle and in one 
thousandth of the period consumed 
by 'Peary before his success in 1909 
Byrd brought his airplane back to 
Spitzbergen and flashed the news 
that human eyes - had viewed the 
!earth's flattened surface a second 
time. 
I Byrd's achievement was prefaced, 
by no ordinary life. At 12 he had made 
a trip around the world alone. As a 
naval academy student he was quick 
to realize aviation's possibilities in 
exploration and when- he was com-
missioned, • he obtained a transfer to 
the national air service. Then lie be, 
gan exhaustive studies of flight and 
instruments for air navigation. 
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Edsel Ford, 
Thomas Fortune Ryan, Vincent Astor, 
Trube Davidson, and Richard Hoyt, 
suplied the capital for the Arctic) 
flight. It cost more than $100,000. 
How to stop. 
BOILS! 
There's only one way to stop boils. 
Stop the cause of boils! That's com-
mon sense—isn't it? All right. Boils 
thrive because the blood gets so weak 
in healthy, red cells that it can't 
throw off the impurities that get into 
the body. There's not enough rich, red 
blood to purify the system. 
Now—S. S. S. builds back the blood 
to fighting strength. S. S. S. builds 
red-blood-cells — builds them by the 
millions! Boils dry up! 
S. S. S. is the thing. Impurities that 
cause boils and other skin eruptions 
can't stand up against the rich, 
healthy, red blood that S. S. S. builds. 
That's all there is to It. 
Stop boils with S. S. S. It's the way. 
Get it at any druggist. The larger 
bottle is more economical. 
KILLED BY TORNADO. 
Spiro, Okla., May 10.—One dead, 
fourteen Injured. six of them seriously 
and more 'than twenty homes destroy-
was the toll Friday of a tornado 
that swept four eastern Oklahoma 
counties, Damage iv estimated at 
$50,000. The dead: Leonard Tidewell, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Tidewell, 
whose house was swept away. 
DENTISTS' CONVENTION. 
Springfield, Ill., May 11.—Over a 
thousand prominent dentists from all 
parts of the country are here today 
attending the annual convention of 
the Illinois State Dental society. Dr. 
A. E. .Webster, 
Dr. 
of Toronto, Canada, 
will deliver one of the principal ad-
dresses. Other speakers include Dr. 
John Hildebrand, Des Moines, Iowa; 
Senator Richard J. Barr, Joilet, 
Louis Schultz and Dr: Edgar D. 
Coolidge, both of Chicago. 
YOUR CHECK 
IS A LEGAL RECEIPT! 
There isn't a chance for au argument over the payment of a bill when 
you can present- the cancelled check. it is legal evidence that payment has 
been made. Furthermore, you know at a moment's notice just how your 
books stand. 
A Checking Account in this Bank is a modern Method of personal finance, 
THE OLD RELIABLE 
ity National Bank 
Resources $2,600,000.00. This bank is under the protection of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of the United States. 
Dan Morris, President 
George Burgert, Vice-President Elmer R. Gillespie, Cashier 
Frank W. Turner, Vice President Raymond H. Haase, Asst. Cashier 





Step Into a Bradley and Out of Doors 
Variety —the spice of bathing suitS. And ithow true is of Bradley's. There's an 
exotic leopard spot outfit for blonde Sis. swanky color combination for Bud, the 
boisterous Rompful, stand -the -strain suits for the young mischiefs. For Mother and Dad 
happy colorings with just the right style touch. Come in and see these trim looking suits 
with B 
with 
Bradley Multifeatures that insure roomy, comfortable fit without too much stretch 
Made of finest worsted elastic rib stitch. Moderate prices. 
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Let Hutchinson Assist You In 
"Year Around Beauty" 
On the e Lawn and Beauty Plots 
Spring---Now, is the National Time for Out-of-door Beautifying 
If will call and tell 
its what you desire to ac-
complish, we will gladly 
advise you on "planting," 
"care," 'year around 
beauty," and on many 
other details. 
Whether you have 
small city lot or a large 
one, you can have a 
beautiful tit i ful garden and 
Hutchinson will, gladly 
help you. 
We will give to anyone 
who calls a booklet on 
planting. Our prices are 
low, and may be had on 
request. Call and see 
what we have. 
Our 
Landscaping Beautifies Individual Lots and the City as 
a Enhances General Realty Values and Attracts Pros-
pect i Citizens
if you are interested in 
developing plant beauty 
about your home, or some 
spot of civic beauty in 
your city, see Hutchinson. 
O service department. is 
replete with useful sug-
gestions for beautifying 
your home and garden. 
We can show you how 
others in Kearney have, 
with Hutchinson's service, 
obtained . handsome gar-
den effects. 
We can show you lawns 
we have developed that 
illustrate forcefully the 
places various plants 
should occupy in the well 
designed lawn. 
Hutchinson Nurseries 
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PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE SUPERVISORS 
Record of County Board For 
the April Session. 
Kearney, Neb., May 4., 1926.-Board 
of supervisors called to order at 9 
a. .m., by the chairman, as per  ad-
journment. 
Roll call: All members present. 
Clerk reports claims and bonds on 
hand. 
Moved by Spahr the claims and 
bonds be referred to their respective 
committees. Carried. 
Clerk reports the following tax 
protests: 
Katherine Dickerman,  $20.00 
Paul Muhlbach,   18.34 
Moved by Burrows the protests be 
referred to the finance committee. 
Carried. 
Moved by Burrows we take a recess 
until 11 m. Carried. 
Moved by Burrows, that Richards 
act as chairman of the joint board. 
Carried. 
Kearney, Neb., May 4, 1926.-Joint 
meeting of the county board of sup-
ervisors of Buffalo county and the 
department of public works of the 
state of Nebraska was held in the 
court house at their regular meeting 
place at Kearney, Buffalo county, Ne-
braska at 10 o'clock a.
present; 
 m., May 4, 
1926, in pursuance of notice to con-
tractors published for four consecutive 
weeks in the Kearney Hub calling for 
bids for construction of a bridge and 
incidental work over the Platte river, 
south of Gibbon, Nebraska. Members 
Eber Richards, 
Wm. G. Spahr, J. G. Corey, S. H. 
Burrows, J. Sitz, Geo. Wolf and S. 
Holliday representing the county of 
Buffalo and Roy L Cochran, state 
engineer, representing the State De-
partment of Public Works. 
Moved by Spahr, seconded by Bur-
rows, We open the bridge bids for 
construction and incidental work of 
the Gibbon bridge. Carried. 
The following bids were received, 
read and tabulated: 
0. H. Schmidt, of St. Joseph, Mo..-
item 83, $54,500.00; item 84, $55,500.00. 
Monarch 'Engineering Co., of Falls 
City, Neb., item 84; $65,681.00. 
General Construction Co., of Omaha, 
Neb., item 84, $65,493.89. 
Allied Contractors, Inc., of Omaha, 
Neb., item 84, $62,340.00. 
Thos. Gass, of Kearney, Neb., item 
85, $23,000.00. 
Edw. Walker, of North Platte, Neb., 
item 85, $25,996.00. 
David Scott and Sons, of North 
Platte, Neb., item 85, $23,324.00 
Diamond Engineering Co., of Grand 
Island, Neb., item 84, $56,750.00. 
Moved by Cochran, seconded by 
Burrows, we- go into executive session. 
Carried. 
Moved by Wolf, seconded by Coch-
ran, that the contract be awarded to 
0. H Schmidt for item No 84, and that 
the contract he awarded to Thos. 
Gass for item No 85, as per their pro-
posals on tile, these being the lowest 
and' best bids submitted. Carried. 
Moved by Burrows, seconded by 
Spahr, that the chairman of the coun-
ty board of Buffalo county and,. Roy 
1, Cochran, of the Department of 
Public Works, be authorized to sign 
the contract of 0. H. Schmidt for 
item No. 84, and the contract of Thos. 
Gass for item No. 85, as per the pro-
posals on file. Carried. 
Moved by Cochran, seconded by 
Burrows, the checks be returned to 
the unsuccessful bidders. Carried. 
Moved by Sitz; seconded by Holliday, 
we adjourn as a joint board. Carried. 
Board of supervisors called to order 
at 11 a. m by the chairman; with all 
members present. 
Jordan reports he holds county 
treasurers receipt for $26.40 for cul-
vert pipe sold. 
Moved by Holliday we take a recess 
until 1:30 1). m. Carried. 
Board of supervisors called to order 
at 1:30 p. m., by the chairman 
The bond committee recommended 
the following bonds: 
Wm. T: Eckerson, Soldiers Relief 
commission. 
W. H. Hughes, clerk, Beaver town-
ship. 
Thos. Britt, justice of the peace, 
Gibbon township. 
Geo. Vogt, road overseer, district 
44, Garfield township. 
Allied Cormactors, Inc. 
Moved by Sitz the bonds be ap-
proved. Carried. 




FOR • THIS • SPRING 
the new Van Heusen 
  STYLE SALUTES YOU 




the World's Smartest Heft Collar 
We Have The New 
--VAN YORK- In 
Your Size 
50c 
read and allowed on the general fund: 
Midcity Cafe,  $25.75 
F. G. Tracy,   63.50 
S. G. Parr,   39.00 
S. G. Parr,  175.40 
W. E. Balcom.   41.35 
The following claims were read and 
allowed on the general fund: 
Zion Institute, 
Treasurer 
  1.37 
K. B. Printing Co.,   93.99 
Chas. P. Lucas   2.20 
Kearney Telephone Co.,   45.10 
Central Power Co.,   28.37 
Mrs. M. E. Burke, et al,   53.25 
Shelton Clipper and Elmcreek' 
Beacon,   21.37 
Bodinson Hardware Co.,   20.00 
City Water Department,  22.56 
Otto H. Carlson,   12.25 
Gene Loomis,   77.42 
City of Kearney  284.63 
Kearney Hub  141.25 
County   31.00 
Kearney Laundry, 
Harold 
  7.92 
Gene Loomis  18.99 
County Treasurer,   .40 
Kearney Hub,  181.50 
Henry Heider,  105.00 
Jas. W. Taylor,  138.25 
John Huryta,  135.00 
Moved by Spahr we take a recess 
until 9 a. in., tomorrow. Carried. 
Kearney, Neb., May 5, 1926.-Board 
of supervisors called to order at 9 
a. m. by the chairman. 
Roll call: All members present. 
Minutes read and approved. 
The following claims were read and 
allowed on the county highway fund; 
Manhattan Oil Co.,  $ 3.47 
J. C. Wallace,   89.25 
C. N. Roberts,  304.95 
Bud Clark,  132.00 
Byron Harvey,  133.80 
M. Powell,   94.25 
Richardson,   96.00 
Harvey Jacob,   87.00 
Milton Harden,  126.00 
John Pokorney,  132.00 
C; Barrett,  132.00 
Ed. Webster,  132.00 
T. 0. Wells  130.20 
Bendier Motor Co.,   7.20 
Superior Oil Co,  152.22 
Harry Lindholm,  184.20 
Frank Lindholm,  138.50 
A. T. Samuelson,  115.40 
F. J. Chabal,   40.00 
Elmer B. Rhoades;   11.25 
Standard Oil Co.,  156.30 
Nebr. & Iowa Steel Tank 24.30 
Kenney & Schnoor,   14.65 
C.. H. Robinson,   3.60 
Superior Oil Co.,  213.10 
B. R. Noyes,   3.20 
Tollefsen-Elliott Lbr. Co., 
Gardner Lbr. Co.,  
Chas. Simmons,  
Bodinson Hardware Co., 
Omaha. Road Equipment Co.,. .. . 4.65 
Contractors Supply Co,   5.47 
Omaha Road Equipment Co., 154.62 
W. J. Walter,  .69 
M. C. Jordan,   5.25 
County  Treasurer,   5.59 
El. W. A say, •  80.50 
W. G. Stuber,   34.80 
H. J. Hicks  150.00 
Frank Campbell,  124.00 
Jess Robinson,  432.00 
C. C. Cook,  144.00 
Grant Cook,   .107.00 
E. Shipman,  98.00 
R. B. Van Meter,   52.80 
Archie Pierce,   33.60 
• 
Frank Fox,  209.40 
John . Conley,   60.55 
D. B. Holliday  36.60 
'Wm. Jordan,   12.79 
The claim of Berman Polenz, for 
$20.40. was rejected. 
The following dragging claims were. 
read and allowed on the auto road 
fund: 
W.C. Mueller,  $12.38 
Chas. Pokorney,  14.55 
Raymond Hand.   16.12 
Nebr. Culvert mfg. Co.,   10.30 
Glen Robertson,   11.62 
Carl Robertson,   21.37 
Alfred Reeh,   4.87 
E. C. Burkey,   11.25 
J. J. Klein,   12.00 
-Willie Richter,   9.75 
J. M. Anspach,   26.25 
L. C. Gillming, •   11.25 
Chas. Eckhout,   14.25 
The following claims were read and 
allowed on the inheritance tax fund': 
I. F. Harvey  $31.00 
ROSS Harvey.   48.00 





Paul Challman,   28.80 
The following claims were read and 
allowed on the bridge fund: 
grad
E. L. King,  $ 8.50 
Wm. Berkheimer,   2.50 
John Parrish,   12.20 
3.68 port that we have checked up the Baker,  
5.25 various offices of the court house, L. E. Colbert,  
3.68 except the county superintendents, for John Weinbrandt,  
7.25 the first quarter of the year, 1926, and Hicks,  
3.15 find the same to be correct Fieldgrove,  
52.80 Holliday reports he holds county Stager,  
8.00 treasurers receipt for $32.75 for bridgeL. Mowrey,  
Geo, Fieldgrove,   82.80 lumber sold. 
21.00 A delegation from Cherry Creek John Fieldgrove,  
44.80 township and Howard county appear-' Wm. S. Fieldgrove,  
90.00 ed before the board in regard to -W. 
south 
Fieldgrove,  
44.00 ing and extending the Shelton roadG. Stuber;  
18.92 north through Cherry Creek township Conroy Bros.,  
  44.80 to connect with a proposed road run- WmJones 
17.62 nine Schnoor, from Boelus in Howard Kenney and 
Car
 
The following poor claims were read county. 
Moved by Holliday that the above be and allowed on the general fund: 
$ 5.00 referred to the road committee. -Farmers Grain Co,  
Mrs. A. Greutman,  11.00
9.00 Kearney Kearney Neb., May 5, 1926.-ComesA. Yoder.  
9.09 now Hazel Cosson and 
seven 
on behalf ofF. D. Pinnell,  
4.10 her dependent children, Kieth Cosson, Joyce Lumber Co.,  
9.05 age (7), years Castell, and MadelineM. 
way; 
 
8.18 Cosson,, age (5), five years, she allegesC. Marshall 
9.70 that the said children are paupers,A. Anderzen,  
5:45 attending school and at too young anS. Worthing,  
19.67 age to earn a livelihood in any Model Grocery,  
30.00  the said Hazel Cossen is separ-Mrs. Eva Green,  
M. E. Dippel,   15.02 ated from her husband J. T. Cosson 
18.20 and does not receive sufficient main-Mrs. Rosena' Pazdernik,  
9.00 tenance from the said T. Cosson toL. Crawford,  
7.99  for the said children; and the Kuncl Grocery,  
14.98 said J. T. Cosson is the father of the Rasmussen Grocery, 
16.85 said children 'and is an ablebodied Mecomber Drug Co.,  
45.65 man earning a good' salary as a labor- John Gordon,  
15,00 ing plumber in Palmer, Nebraska, and Anna Baker,  
117.14 that she has filed a complaint against Geist and Son  
11.83 the said J. T. ( Cosson for failing to Geo. E, Yanney,  
45.00 furnish maintenance, but the said J. Mrs. W. J. Cornish 
148.75 T. Cosson has furnished a bond for Mother Hull Home,  
6.50 appearance and claims that there is H. A. Small,  
12.00 no decree of divorce which makes it Kearney City,  
7.99 possible for a criminal prosecution to Kings Department Store,  
Kearney Lbr. and Coal Co.,   31.50 be commenced against him and that 
8.75 the said J. T. ,Cosson refuses, Handy Grocery,  
17.00 and neglects to provide for the said Mary Kinslow,  
22.50 Children; that Alfred Cosson and his Philip Purdy 
31.35 wife,  .M ary Cosson of Amherst, Ne- Mrs. J. Gabriel,  
16.00 braska, are grandparents of the said Mary Kinslow,  
Philip Purdy.   22.50 
Mrs. W. J. Cornish  16:00 
County Treasurer,   3.84 
Dr. Ayres and Drake   35.00 
Tollefsen- Elliott Lbr. Co.,   18.25 
Dr. C. I
report 
. Fox,   3.00 
Dr. A. D. Cameron,   30.00 
The claim of the city of Kearney, 
for $2.60 was rejected. 
The finance committee made the 
following report: Kearney, Neb., May 
5, 1926.-Gentlemen: We, your finance 
committee, to whom was referred the 
tax protests, beg to as follows: 
The protest of Katherine Dickerman, 
for $20.00 for excessive valuation the 
committee recommend be rejected for 
the reason we have no authority to 
change the valuation at this tithe, she 
should have appeared before the board 
of equalization.  Keith anti Madeline Cosson, paupers, 
Respectfully submitted, Geo. Wolf. '!asking for an order against the fath-
J. Sitz, Eber Richards, Wm. G. Spahr. J. T. Cosson and the grandparents 
Moved by Wolf the report of the Alfred Cosson and Mary Cosson and 
finance committee be adopted. Carried. the great grandparent James Wallace, 
The finance committee wish to re- 'of Kearney, Nebraska, for a reason-
ca bchildren r for the support. of said 
On May 5, 1926, the said application 
was presented and read to the board 
of supervisors in session, and evidence 
was introduced by Supervisors Bur-
rows, showing that he had furnished 
2 tons of coal from the county for 
said children since January 1, 1926, 
and a ton of coal prior to that time 
and has been asked for other aid, and 
it .was moved by Spahr and seconded 
by Corey that . T. (lesson the father 
of Keith Cosson and Madeline Cosson, 
paupers, and that Allred Cosson and, 
Mary Cosson of Amherst, Nebraska, 
the grandparents of said Keith Cosson 
and Madeline Cosson, and that James 
Wallace of Kearney, Nebraska, the 
great grandparents of the said Keith 
and Madeline Cosson, should pay to 
the county board of Buffalo county, 
Nebraska, to be used for the cape 
and support of said children Keith 
carried. 
Cosson and Madeline Cosson, the sum 
of $150.00 and $10.00 per week in the 
future, and that the clerk be author-
that ized to notify said relatives of this 
order.. Motion 
The representatives of the Adams 
and Austin grader companies appear-
provide ed before the board and submitted 
bids on graders.  
Moved by Corey we buy the Austin 
:12 foot grader, with Timken bearings, 
because of the lowest hid. Carried. 
Moved by Holliday we take a recess 
until 1:30 p. m. Carried.
• Board of supervisors called to order 
at 1:30 p. m.; by the chairman. 
Corey reports that the road between 
Sections, 35 and 26, township 12, range 
15, has been washed out and is im-
passable. 
Moved by Holliday that the same be 
referred to the road, committed with 
power to act. Carried. 
The following claims were read and 
allowed on the general fund: 
children, being the lather and mother F. G. Tracy  $32.75 
of the said J. T. Cosson, and fin- Tollefsen-Elliott 'Lumber  Co 93.40 
ancially :aide to provide maintenance Dr. J. W. Laughlin,   47.00 
tor said children; 
'Wallace 
and that- James Wm. G. Sphr,  87.40 
of Kearney, Nebraska, is a  S. Holliday,   85.60 
grandparent of the ', aid J. T. Cosson, Eber Richards,   
being the father of above named Mary S. H. Burrows  60.70 
Cosson. 
Wherefore: The said Hazel Cosson J. Geo . ol , y,  1 
51.00 




(lesson and Madeline Cosson asks your The claim of Joseph Kaps, of $50 
honorable body for an order adjudg- was referred -Corey the full board. 
ing that .the 
and 
above alledged relatives Moved by Corey the claim of Joseph 
furnish a reasonable sum per month Kaps fur $50 be rejected. Carried. for 
the care support of the said Minutes read and approved. 
Keith and Madeline (lesson, paupers. Moved by Holliday we adjourn 
Mrs I Hazel Cooson. until June 14, 1926, at 1:30 p. m. 
On the 5th day of May, 1926, there Carried. 
was filed an application in writing F. W. LOWRY, Clerk. 
by Mrs Iiazel Cosson on behalf of EBER RICHARDS, Chairman. 
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of the quality. Every ingredient 
is tested for purity and strength. 
Sure of results. Produces pure, 
sweet, wholesome foods. 




 TIMES THOSE OF ANY OTHER BRAND 




"When you eat meat you do not need, you are taking slow poison. A 
man of sedentary habits should not eat meat more than three times 
weekly. Any surplus beyond that point fails to nourish." 
So says an eminent food authority 
a 
keep young 
Health statistics show he is 
right. 'Over-eating' is given 
as the chief cause of thous-
ands of American break-
downs at an early age. 
Bread is keep-young and 
keep-well food-because it 
contains no poisonous 
waste. Over ninety per cent 
of it is converted at once to 
health and energy. 
Eat Bread more freely on your table, and you will prolong 
your years of youth. Ask your grocer for 
Me 
Debus Quality Bread 
the loaf highest in food-value. 








Official tests show that some separators 
in use on farms today, are wasting $25 
a month in butterfat- a dollar for every 
working day. How much is your sep-
arator wasting? You can't see it. Test 
it! Replace it with a New Model Beatrice-and 
save the waste! 
Puts the 
NEW MODEL 
EAT IC E 
• On Your Farm 
Balance in small monthly 
payments. 
Use while you pay. Famous Double 
Angle Discs make Beatrice bowl the 
closest skimmer in the world-bar 
none. Finest construction throughout. Easi-
est to turn. Easiest to wash. Discs washed 
clean, sterilized and dried in less than 2 
minutes with the Beatrice Wonder Washer. 
Come in and see this wonderful 
machine today! Backed by 
Beatrice Creamery Company's 
strongest guarantee. 
Pierce Hide & Produce Co. 
KEARNEY NEBRASKA 








Railroad engineers and executives know the real 
cost of friction in delays and disasters caused by 
improper or insufficient lubrication. Motorists 
also know the cost in delays and repair bills, in 
impaired power and quickly worn out motors. 
They intend to give their motors protective lu-
brication. 
But they don't do it when they are careless about 
the brand and the grade of oil they use. They 
don't do it when they run 800 or 1000 miles or 
more with dirty, diluted oil in the crankcase. 
They protect their motors against friction and 
their pocketbooks against big repair bills when 
they regularly use Polarine- the finest motor oil 
a generation of manufacturing experience has 
been able to produce and of the grade especially 
manufactured to suit the mechanical and oper-
ating requirements of their motors. 
Play fair with your motor- Guard it against 
friction. Keep it supplied with plenty of clean 
Polarine. For the most suitable grade, follow the 
recommendations of the oil engineers and auto-
motive experts who studied and tested all makes 
and types of 
Office: 
and tried out all kinds of oil 
in them before they drew up the Polarine Chart 
for your guidance. Never run on thin, dirty oil 
and your motor will stay powerful and cost you 
little for maintenance and repairs. 
Polarine is made in six grades: Polarine Light, 
Medium, Heavy, Special Heavy, Extra Heavy 
and Polarine "F" for Fords- a right grade for 
every make and type of motor. Buy it where you 
buy Red Crown the Balanced Gasoline. Look for 
the Red Crown Pump and the Polarine Sign. 
(Write or ask fora Red Crown Road Map) 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEBRASKA 
Main OMAHA 
Branch Offices: 




A. Killian Clothing shoes 
Kearney • NEBR. 
• 
or protective lubrication 
Polarine 










Use Classified Ads 
Use Hub Classified Ads. Rates 10 
per word each insertion. No charges 
less than 10c. Cash with copy, with 
the exception 'of business firms who 
carry ledger accounts. 
BUSINESS SERVICE. 
Money to Loan. 
LOANS—Private, building loans, farm 
and ranch loans. Phone Wallace 
Realtors, 35. a18tf 
MONEY TO LOAN—On Improved city 
property. . Your money available 24 
hours after application. Kearney Sav-
ings & Loan Associations. 
EMPLOYMENT. 
WANTED WORKING MAN 
qualifica-
to board 
and room. Call L659. 1701 Second 
Ave. m10t3* 
SALESMAN WANTED, Local terri- 
tory. Must have auto and 
tions for building year round repeat 
trade on lubricating oils and roofing 
cement front farmers and industrial 
users in 25 miles radius. We handle 
credits, collection, shipments, from 
nearby branches. Age limits 28-50. 
Interview arranged. The Atlas Oil Co., 
Omaha, Neb. m5t6* 
LOST, SACK OF SUGAR between 
Kearney and Buda. Return to Buda, 
store. Reward. m10t3 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
SHAMPOO 50c, MARCELL FREE. For 
apointments call Red 289. m10t6 
LIVESTOCK. 
FOR SALE SEVEN Red PURE BRED 
$9-100 
Sows and 48 pigs 6 weeks old. Call 
Red 8122. m10tf 
Poultry and Supplies. 
CHICKS 280 to 315 Egg Strain 
up. 3 days service. Wiltse, Rulo, 
Neb. m8t3 
FOR SALE, BARRED ROCK chicks. 
Mrs. Horton. B739. ,m8t4 
FOR SALE EGGS FOR HATCHING 
from pure bred Single Comb White 
Leghorns. $3.00 per hundred. Mrs. H. 
E. Beadle. m26t30* 
VERY FINE PEN S. C. RHODE Island 
hens and cockerel. Phone Red 1087. 
a27t9* 
CLOUDS CLEARING TODAY. 
Lincoln, May 11.—Clearing skies 
were promised over Nebraska today 
following 'four days of rains which 
left varying amounts of moisture in 
the different sections of the state. 
Except in the southwestern section, 
nearly an inch of rain was received, 
ending a drouth of six weeks duration 
and immensely improving the agri-




York, May 11.—The aerial 
league of America, one of the sponsors 
for the flight of Richard E. Byrd, and 
Floyd Bennett, into the Polar regions, 
Monday radioed Byrd its congratula-
tions and urged him to attempt to fly 
front Spitzbergen to Barrow. 
The radiogram was signed by Henry-
Woodhouse who succeeded • the late 
Admiral Peary as head of the league. 
SHERIFF'S SALE. 
In accordance with a decree render-
ed in the district court in and fur 
Buffalo county ,Nebraska, at the Sep-
tember A. D, 1925 term thereof, to-
wit: On the 17th day of October, A D. , 
1925, in a certain action pending in 
said court wherein Kenneth R. An-
drews • is plaintiff and F. H. Clark- et 
al are defendants, and by virtue of 
an order of sale issued by Guy N. 
PAINTERS AND PAPER HANGERS. _Henninger, clerk of the district court 
A. L. Stevens. Phone. 665 evenings. of Buffalo county, Nebraska, upon 
a28tf   said decree, 1 will on the 10th day of 
ALL MODERN BUNGALOW a bar- June 'A. D. 1926, at 10 o'clock a. in. 
Situations Wanted: gain, easy terms for quick sale. Le- standard time, at the east door of 
Roy F. Porter, 610 West 29. m11t5* !the court house,' in Kearney, Buffalo 
county, Nebraska, sell at public auc-320 ACRES OF CHOICE, smooth wheat tion to the highest bidder for cash the 
land in Greeley county, Kansas. Will following described premises, situated 
trade for Kearney property. F. R. I in Buffalo county, Nebraska to-wit: 
Richards, 1919-8th Ave. m11t1* I North half of Section 19, Township 
  12 north, Range 14 west of Sixth 
FOR SALE, COMBINATION STOCK principal maridian except the east 300 
farm, near St. Paul, Nebraska. First acres thereof. 
and second bottom. 200 acres under  Lots 5 and 6 in - Block 25 in Union 
cultivation. Well improved. Blue grass 'Pacific Railway, company's third ad- 
and clover pasture, orchard and water ditt o to Shelton, Nebraska.
Lots 1023 and 1024 in the Original system. Cheap p if taken at once, box 
Town of Kearney Junction, now the 341, Beaver City,' Neb. m11t4* 
City of Kearney, Nebraska. WANTED YELLOW SEED  
 Lots 166 6 1627 166 8 and 166 2 in the corn. Patterson and Co., 2027-1st FOR SALE OR RENT, one or both ' 
Ave. Ave. m10tf houses. 2315 E. Phone A A504. Original  Tow of  Kearney 
Junction 
now the City of Kearney, Nebraska. 
m8t6* .  Lots 11 and 12 in Block 51. of Perk-
  ins and Harford's Addition to Kear-
FOR SALE OR 
Hill 
TRADE for small ney, Nebraska. 
house or good ear. 5 room house Lots 15 to 28 inclusive' in Prospect 
all modern except heat, 85x130 ft. lot, Hill addition to Kearney, Nebraska. 
new garage. 1821 -5th Ave. . m8t4* huts 47, 48, 49 and 50 in Prospect 
  addition to Kearney, Nebraska. , 
HOUSE, 603 West 25th. Matt Myers. Lot 574 and the east 56 feet and the 
west 29.70 feet of Lot 575, in the 
•    FOR SALE EARLY YELLOW DENT   southwest quarter of School Section 
seed corn, 1924 crop, test 100%. 
corns 
Test- FOR SALE CHOICE LOT on 28th addition to 
Kearney, Nebraska. 
ed by Kearney Floral Co. This street, between 3rd and 4th. 
W. w. Lots 46 and 47 in Block 38 88
has 
est 
Barney & Son. m1tf Kearney. Nebraska. been hand selected and cut off at  Lot 16 in White's subdivision, an 
both ends. Dallas Henderson, R. F. D. FOR SALE, NICE NEW MODERN addition to Kearney, Nebraska. 
No. 1. Phone 89230. • m11t1 bungalow. Pay like rent. W. W. Lot 1189 in the Original Town of 
m1tf Kearney Junction, now the City of FOR SALE 50 lb. Ice box. White Barney & Son. ,Kearney, 
.thereof, 
Nebraska. 
enamel table, library table and other  ROOMS AND BOARD.  And afterwards in accordance to a furniture. 2118 avenue C. m10t6* decree rendered in the district court 
FIVE ROOM APARTMENT furnished in and for Buffalo county, Nebraska, 
or unfurnished. Midway Hotel. m31tf at the April A. D. 1926 term 
m10t4* 
  to-wit: on the 20th day of April, 
HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS 2214-2nd 1926, in a certain action pending in 
Ave. said court wherein the said Kenneth 
•   R. Andrews is plaintiff and the said 
FOR RENT FURNISHED sleeping F. I. Clark et al are defendants, and 
rooms. Phone A744, m10t6* by virtue' of said order of kale issued 
FOR SALE, COBS. Phone L477. a30tf   by the said clerk of the district court 
A. TWO ROOM FRONT APARTMENT of Buffalo county, Nebraska, upon 
said decree, I will on the 10th day of and kitchenette, private bath. Ed -
June, 1926 A. D., at 10 o'clock stand-wards Apartment's, phone Black 966. 
m11t5 and time, at the east door of the court house in Kearney, Buffalo county, Ne-
FOUR ROOMS AND BATH, newly braska, sell at public auction to the ;highest bidder for cash the following 
decorated and furnished for light' described premises situated in Buf-
housekeeping. Inquire at 402 E. 22 be- falo county, Nebraska, to-wit: Lot 
tween 9 and 6. Call 505 two rings. 26, block 13, of Kearney Land and In-
m11tf 
P. McDonald, 
vestment Company's second addition 
to Kearney, Nebraska, to satisfy said 
OR RENT, THREE ROOM apartment, order of sale and decree. 
furnished or unfurnished. Phone Dated this 6th day of May, A. D.
a27tf 1926. 
S. 0. PARR, Sheriff of Buffalo Co., 
MODERN FURNISHED Apartments. Nebraska. 




WANTED WA S WASHINGS and ironing.. 
Phone Black 1182. m8t4* 
WA NT ED SPA DING AND LA \\'N 
 Phone B434. m7t8* 
WANTED \TED, Confinement cases to care 
for 
Red 
in my home. Mrs. Grubb, Black 
1182. a16tf 
MERCHANDISE. 
Wanted to Buy. 
Articles For Sale. 
FOR SALE, ()NE COMBINATION 
Detroit Jewel Gas and Coal Stove. 
Call 8092. m 10t3 
160 FEET GALVANIZED INCH PIPE. 





320 West 22 
street.. Phone 335. m1t10* 
FOR RENT, A MODERN cottage. 
17 East 21 street. m8t6* 
FOR RENT, TWO ROOM COTTAGE 
partly furnished, corner of 26th and 
C. Inquire 
FOR 
224 East 26. M10T4 4 
FIVE ROOM HOUSE 
FOR 
RENT on 
18th and K. Inquire Geo.. Yanney 
Store. Five lots go with the house. 
m10tf 
HOUSES RENT. See McKinney.. 
m10t2 
HOUSE FOR RENT 317 West 24th. 
Call next door for information. 
m10tf 
FOR RENT, SIX ROOM MODERN 
cottage. Four blocks West Opera 
House corner. Call Black 484. a27tf 
.FOR -SALE, YELLOW DENT SEED 
corn front field making 78 bushels 
per acre. Very small cob. Best corn 
in Buffalo County. Official test 97%. 
Price $2.00 per bushel. E. E. Sheldon, 
East Lawn, Phone A612. a22tf 
9x12 WILTON RUG: 2816-9th Ave. 
m5tf 
FOR SALE OR TRADE, Conway Play-
er piano with records and bench, 
Brunswick Victrola with records and 
Tuneze Radio in .cabinet. Phone - Red 
485. m4tf 
NEW WORK HARNESS for sale. Less 
than cost.' $25 to $75 a set, (Down-
ing Saddlery Co.) A, T. Olson Leather 
Goods Store. a29tf 
Good Things' to Eat. 
SWEET POTATOES and pepper plants 
for sale. Phone F 
House, 
739. m11t4* 
LARGE SOLID EARLY OHIO. Pota-
toes. Galen Evans. m11t10* 
POTATOES $2.50 and $3.00. Apples 
$1.25 and $1.75. 11. C. Anderson Fruit 
:3 blocks West U. P. Depot. 
Phone 321 
modern 
1 . m10tf 
REAL ESTATE FOR RENT: 
FOR RENT, FIVE ROOM HOUSE with 
garage, except heat. Inquire 
204 East 26th, phone Red 275. a19tf 
BUILDING SUITABLE FOR GA RAGE 
or other business. Well located. 
Guaranty Trust Company. Phone 107, 
m7t6 
ACROPOLIS HATCHERY 
Phone changed from Black 8121 
to -Black 173 
This is chicken, year. We 
are filled with big orders. 
Speak early. 
FOR RENT, 160 ACRES CLOSE TO 
Kearney, 30 acres rye 40 acres for 
corn, balance in pasture. Cash or 
crop rent. Fair' improvements. W. W. 
Barney & Son. m m1tf 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE. 
AS I AM LEAVING KEARNEY I will 
sell my home. If sold this month all 
the fruit will go with the place. 1514 
Ave D. Mrs. C. Kronegg. ml0t60
m10t3* 
AUTOMOTIVE. 
FOR YOUR SPRING PLOWING use 
En-Ar-Co Motor Oil. Davis Auto 
Wrecking Co. m13tf 
WATER 
WE BUY RAGS, old books and maga-
zines. Davis Auto Wrecking Co. 
m13tf. 
LOST AND FOUND. 
LOST, BROWN 1 ; SPANIEL 
dog, 6 months old. Li, License No. 
call L1129 
BRUNSON AT WASHINGTON. 
Washington, May 11.--Glen A. Brun-
son, newly appointed ,prohibition di-
rector for Nebraska. Iowa and South 
Dakota arrived in Washington Mon-
day and held a conference with Gen-
eral -Lincoln Andrews, head of na-
tional enforcement. Andrew's gave 
out a statement in which he said 
Brunson would not be interfered with 
in any way -by Washington officials in 
,his selection of -personnel for his dis-
trict. 
Miller &. Randall, Attys. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
In the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of Martin Long, deceased. 
Public notice is hereby given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
the administrator of said estate before 
said court in the court house in said 
county on the 10th day of August, 
1926, at 9 o'clock a. in., for the pur-
pose of presenting their claims against 
said 'estate for examination, adjust-
ent and allowance. 
Three months from the 5th day of 
May, 1926, are allowed .creditors to file 
in this court their said claims, and 
all claims not filed within said time 
will be forever barred. 
Dated this 5th day of May, 1926. 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING, 
6 w 4 County Judge. 
Nye & Nye, Attys, 
OF 
ORDER FOR HEARING AND 
NOTICE PROBATE OF WILL. 
In the County Court .of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska. 
On filing the petition of Carl Abets 
praying that the written instrument 
filed in said court, purporting to be 
the last will 
9 
and testament of Christof 
Heinrich Abets, deceased, be admitted 
to probate and allowed as the last will 
of deceased, and execution of said 
will and administration of said estate 
be granted to petitioner as executor. 
It Is Hereby Ordered that a hearing 
be had upon said petition in said 
.court on the 29th day of May, 1926, at 
o'clock a. at. at which time and place 
all poisons interested in said estate 
are required to appear and show 
cause, why the prayer of said peti-
tion should not be granted. It is fur-
ther ordered that notice of said hear-
ing lie given to all said persons by 
publication of a copy of this order for 
three successive weeks prior to said 
day of hearing in the Kearney Hub, 
a legal newspaper published in said 
county. 
Witness my hand and official seal 
this 5th day of May, 1926. 
m6d3w 
J. Al. EASTERLING, 
County Judge. 
Nye & Nye, Attys. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
to the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of Helen C. Hartman, de-
ceased. 
Public notice is. hereby given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
the administrator of said estate before 
said court in the court house in said 
county on the 20th day of July, 1926, 
at 9 o'clock a. m. for the purpose of 
presenting their claims against said 
estate for examination, adjustment and 
allowance. 
Three months from the 15th day of 
April, 1926, are allowed creditors to 
file in this court their said claims, and 
all claims not filed within said time 
will be forever barred. 
official 
Dated this 15th day of April, 1926. 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING, 
a16d4w County Judge. 
Drake & Drake, Attys. 
ORDER FOR HEARING AND PUB-
LICATION OF NOTICE THEREOF. 
State of Nebraska, County of Buffalo. 
In County Court—In the matter of 
the estate of Katherine L. Carter, 
deceased. 
The petition of Ed Jones, son, hav-
ing -been filed in court fur letters of 
administration on the estate of the 
said deceased. It is hereby ordered; 
that a hearing be had on said petition 
before said court in the court house in 
said county, on the 5th day of May, 
1926, at 9 o'clock a. m. of said day. 
It is further ordered that notice of 
said hearing be given by publication 
of a copy of this order for three suc-
cessive weeks in Kearney Hub, a legal 
newspaper published in said county,. 
and of general -circulation therein. 
Witness my hand and 
m. 
seal 
this 10th day of April, 1926. (Seal
J. M. EASTERLING, 
a12d4w County Judge. 
John A. Miller & E. L. Randall, Attys. 
ORDER FOR HEARING AND 
NOTICE THEREOF. ' 
In the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska—In the matter of the 
estate of Peter Wink, deceased. 
The petition of John Wink having 
been filed in Court, for letters of ad-ministration 
on the estate of the said 
deceased, it is hereby ordered that a 
hearing be had on said petition before 
said court in the court house in said 
county on 'the 15th day of May 1926, 
at nine o'clock a. of said day. It 
is further ordered, that notice of said 
hearing be given by publication of this 
order for three successive weeks in 
Kearney Hub, a legal newspaper pub 
lished in said county, and of general 
circulation therein. - . 
Witness my hand and official seal 
this 22nd day of April, 1926. 
(Seal) J. M. EA STERLING. 
a22d3w County Judge. 
FRANK MAJOR & SON 
OLD RELIABLE BUILDERS 
Phone F632 
Expert Architectural Service Free 
Mill, Corner 26th. St. and 4th Avenue 
TUBBY Having the Measles Has Its Reward. 
DEAR I THINK YOU SHOULD 
HAVE STAYED IN BED 
TODAY, YOU KNOW WHAT 
THE DOCTOR SAID 
ABOUT GOING OUT TOO 
r " SOON AFTER. HAVING THE MEASLES 
L i i 
AW, AWRIGHT, 
MOM, I WANTA TA 
Go OUT To THE 
STREET GATE FOR 
A LITTLE WHILE 
A KS GET SOME AIR. 
IT'LL BE GOOD 
FOR ME 
( GOSH, IT'S PRETTY TOUGH 
HAVIN' 0/.3 YoU KIDS To Go 
SCHOOL OR YOU COULD 
Go DOWN To THE. CREEK 
WITH ME OS HAVE A BON- 
FIRE AN BAKE SOME SPUDS 
BETTER HURRY ALONG SO 
WON'T BE LATE 
the court house in Kearney, Nebraska, 
and said sale will be opened at the 
hour of 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 
held open for one hour thereafter. 
d -jib E. J. DWORAK, Referee. 




the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
• estate of John Cone, deceased. Public 
notice is hereby given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
he administratrix of said estate before 
said court in the court house in said 
county on the 20th day of July, 1926, 
at 9 o'clock' a. m. for the purpose of 
presenting their claims against said 
esta e f r examination, adjustment and 
allowance. 
Three months from the 15th day of 
April, 1926, are allowed creditors to 
file in this court their said claims, and 
all claims not filed within said time 
will be forever barred. 
Dated this 15th day of April, 1926. 
(Seal) J. EASTERLING, 
a16d4w County Judge. • 
Drake & Drake, Attys. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
In the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty. Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of Mary Bloomquist, deceased. 
Public notice is hereby given that the 
creditors of said estate will meet the 
executrix of said estate before said 
court in the court house in said coun-
ty on the 6th day of August, 1926, at 
9 o'clock a in. for the purpose of pres- 
enting their claims against said estate 
for examination, adjustment and al-
lowance. 
May 
Three months from the 3rd day of 
Slimy, 1926, are allowed creditors to 
tile in this court their said claims, 
and all claims not filed within said- time 
will be forever barred. 
Dated this 3rd day of 1926. 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING 
m4d4w County- Judge. 
Ira C. Anderson Funeral Home 2491 
Ave. A. Phone 412. 
N. P. 'McDonald, Attorney. 
SHERIFF'S SALE.. 
Notice is hereby given that by 
virtue of an execution issued out of 
the district court of Buffalo county, 
Nebraska, on a judgment rendered in 
said court on November 
sum 
13, 1923, for 
$2,086.70 and costs in favor of the 
First National bank of Walsenburg; 
Colorado, and against Kearney Realty 
company, Will J. Seoutt, et al, and 
also by virtue of an execution issued 
out of said court on a judgment ob-
tained in the county court of Buffalo 
county, Nebraska, wherein the. Kear-
ney Hardware company, a corpora-
tion, was plaintiff, and the Kearney 
Realty company was defendant, in the 
of $580.32 and costs of suit, trans-
cript of which judgment was duly fil-
ed in the office of the clerk of said 
court, I have levied on Lot 2 in Block 
14, in Perkins and Harford 
Attorney, 
Addition 
to the Original Town of Kearney 
Junction as the property of the Kear-
ney Realty company of record in its 
name, and also the following property 
situated in Kearney Land and Invest-
ment Company's Choice Addition to 
the city of Kearney, Nebraska, to-wit: 
Lots 16, 17 and 18 in Block 1, Lots 1, 
2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in demeanor, and on conviction thereof 
Block 2, Lots 1, 2, 3, , 4, 5, 7, 8; 9, 10, shall be fined in any sum not exceed- 
and 12 in Block 4, Lots 1, 2, 3, 5, ing $100 for each offense, and shall 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 in Block 5, Lots stand committed to jail until such fine 
10, 11 and 12 in Block 9, Lots 1, 2, 3, and costs of prosecution are. paid. 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Block Section 3 That each clay of viola-
-Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 tion hereof shall be and constitute a 
in Block 17, Lots 1, 2; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 9 in - Block 21, Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
and 12 in Block 24, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Block 26, 
Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Block 27, 
Lute 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 and 12 in Block 29, 
and Lots 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 in 
Block 30; also the following described 
property situated in Kearney Land 
and Investment Company's First Ad-
dition to the city of Kearney, Ne-
braska, to-wit: All of Block 4, Lots 3 
and 4 in Block 17, Lots 7, 8, 9 and 10 
in Block 20, Lots 7, 8 and 9 in Block 
22; also the northwest quarter of the N. P. McDonald, 
the 
northwest quarter and Lot 1 in section ORDER FOR HEARING AND PUB-
town 8 north, range 16 west of the LIGATION OF NOTICE THEREOF. 
6th Principal Meridan, except strip on 
west side along tail race; also. the 
northeast quarter of the northwest 
quarter and Lot 2 in section 11, town 
8 north, range 16 west of 6th 
Principal Meridian, as the property of 
the Kearney Realty company, stand-
ing in the name of Will J. Scoutt as 
trustee, of record, all of said lands 
and lots being' situated in the -city 
of Kearney, Buffalo county, Nebraska, 
and I will offer the same for sale at 
public auction for cash to the highest 
bidder at the east front door of the 
court house in the city of Kearney, 
Buffalo county, Nebraska, en the 7th 
day of June, 1926, at 10 'o'clock in the 
forenoon, Standard Time, to satisfy 
said execution. 
Dated at Kearney, Nebraska, May 
5, 1926. 
m5-j6 Inc S. G. PARR, Sheriff. 
HIGH CATTLE PRICE. 
Omaha, Slay 11.—Top of Omaha fat 
cattle market Monday advanced to 
the highest figure 'paid here in six 
weeks or more when Enoch Os-
borne, of Battle Creek, brought in a 
load of prime native Herefords that 
'sold at $9.80 averaging 1,383 pounds. 
BUILDING ORDINANCE 
In Residence Districts of City of 
Kearney, Nebraska. 
ORDINANCE NO. 554. 
An ordinance governing the location 
of business buildings in residence dis-
tricts in the city of Kearney, Ne-
braska, to provide for a penalty, and 
herewith. 
to repeal all ordinances in conflict Nebraska, sell at public auction to 
the highest bidder for cash the 
mit 
-
Be It Ordained by the Mayor and lowing described premises situated in 
Council of the City of Kearney, Ne- Buffalo county, Nebraska, to-wit: Lots 
braska. four (4), five (5), six (6), in block ten 
Section 1. It shall he unlawful for (10), Kearney Land and Investment 
any person, persons, firms or corpora- company Choice Addition to Kearney, 
tion to construct or maintain on any Nebraska, to satisfy said order of 
lot or parcel of land any building for sale and decree. 
the purpose of business in a residence Dated this 20th day of April, A. D. 
district of the city of Kearney, Ne- 1926. Nebraska
without first obtaining a per- S. G. PARR,- Sheriff of Buffalo 
from the council of said city. a20t30 
Section 2. Every person, persons,  
County, Neb. 
firm or corporation violating any of 
the provisions of this ordinance, or 
interfering with the execution thereof, 
shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
Drake & Drake, Attys. 
SHERIFF'S SALE. 
In accordance with a decree render-
ed in the district court in and for 
Buffalo county, Nebraska, at the 
January A. D. 1926 term thereof, to-
wit: On the 26th day of March, A. D. 
1926, in a certain action pending in 
said court wherein Josephine Hamil-
ton is, plaintiff and H. F. Clark et al 
are defendants, and by virtue of an 
order of sale issued by Guy N. Hen-
ninger, clerk of the district court of 
Buffalo county, Nebraska, upon -said 
decree, I will on the 25th day of 
May, A. D. 1926, at 10 o'clock a. m. 
standard time, at the east door of the 
court house, in Kearney, Buffalo coun-
conflict herewith be and the same 
are hereby repealed. 
Section 5.- That this ordinance shall 
take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage, approval and first 
publication, as provided by law. -
Passed and approved this 3rd day 
of Slay, 1926. 
Attest: L. D. MARTIN, Mayor. 
Mrs. M. E. Burke, City Clerk. 
m4d7t 
NOTICE. 
To the owners of the. real estate in 
the following water main district: You 
are hereby notified that Ordinance 
No. 553 has been passed, approved, and 
published by the mayor and city coun-
cil, of the City of Kearney, Nebraska. 
This ordinance covers the proposed 
extension of a certain water main to 
,be known as Water District No. 29, 
separate offense. to-wit
Section 4, That all ordinances ' in' ' A six-inch water main 
to 
commencing 
at and connecting with the water main 
at the intersection of Twelfth avenue 
and - Twenty-second street, running 
'thence west in Twenty-second street 
the intersection of Twenty-second 
street and Fourteenth avenue. 
Also a four-inch water main com-
mencing at and connecting' with said 
main in the intersection of Twenty-
second. street and Thirteenth avenue, 
nd running thence north in Thirteenth 
avenue to the intersection of Thin-
teenth 
,M. 
avenue and Twenty-fourth 
street, all in the city of Kearney, Ne-
braska. • 
You have thirty days from the 8th 
day of May, 1926, or thirty days from 
the first publication of this notice in 
which to file your written objection 
with the city clerk against extension 
of said proposed water main. 
Dated this eighth day of May, 1926. 
Attest. L. D. MARTIN, Mayor. 
Mrs, E. Burke, City Clerk. m8t30 
NOTICE OF REFEREE'S SALE. 
Notice is hereby given that in an 
action pending in the district court 
of Butler county, Nebraska, Case No. 
3894, wherein Mary Eller, et al, are 
plaintiffs, and Ida Berks, et al, are 
defendants, said action being a suit in 
partition, there was entered on the 
7th day of May, 1925, by said court, 
an order and decree directing the 
undersigned, as referee, to sell at 
public vendue and for cash' the fol-
lowing described real estate, to-wit: 
All that part of the southwest quar-
ter (SW1/4) of section twenty (20), presenting' their claims against said 
township nine (9), range fourteen (14),
County 
estate for examination, adjustment 
Buffalo county, Nebraska, lying north and allowance. 
of the Union Pacific Railroad right-
of-way. 
That pursuant to said order and 
decree of said court, and as by law 
provided, the undersigned, as referee, 
will offer said described real estate 
for sale for cash and at public ven-
due and will sell the same on Tues- 
 the 8th day of June, 1926. Said I N. P. McDonald, Atty. 
sale will be held at the east door of- NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
In the Court of Buffalo Coun 
ty, Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of Charles Steinhauser, de-
ceased. 
Public notice is hereby given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
the executrix of said estate before said 
court in the court house in said coun-
ty on the 13th day of July, 1926, at 
9 o'clock a. 'm. for the purpose of 
presenting their claims against said 
estate for examination, adjustment and 
allowance. 
Three months from the 10th day of 
April, 1926, are allowed creditors to 
file in this court their said claims, 
and all claims not filed within said 
time will be forever barred. 
Dated this 10th day of April, 1926. 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING, 
a12d4w County, Judge. 
Three months from the 4th day of 
May, 1126, are allowed creditors' to 
file in this court their said claims, 
and all claims not filed within said 
time will be forever barred. 
Dated this 7th day of May, 192G. 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING, 
m8d4w County Judge. 
NOTICE. 
Water District No. 28. 
To the owners of the real estate in 
the following water main district: You 
are hereby notified that Ordinance No. 
548 has been passed, approved and 
published by the mayor and city 
council, of the city of Kearney, .Ne-
braska. 
This ordinance covers the proposed 
extension of a certain water main to 
be known as Water District No. 28, 
A 6 inch water main commencing at 
and connecting with the water main at 
he intersection of Thirty-second street 
.nd Second avenue and running thence 
north in Second avenue to a point 10 
feet north of the north line of Thitry-
third street, all in the City of Kear-
ney, Nebraska. 
You have thirty days from the 12th 
day of April, .1926, or thirty days from 
the first publication of- this notice in 
State of Nebraska, 
A. 
County of Buffalo, 
—In County Court.—In the matter of 
the estate of Charles Graves, 
deceased. 
The petition of Geneva 13. Kirk, 
daughter of deceased, having • been 
filed in court for letters of administra- 
Hon on the estate of the said deceased 
be issued to I. A. Kirk, it is hereby 
order that a hearing be had on said 
petition before said court in the court 
house in said  county, on the 31st day 
of May, 1926, at 9 o'clock a. 
said day. 
It is 'further ordered, that notice of 
said hearing be given by publication 
of a copy of this order for three suc-
cessive weeks in The Kearney Hub, a 
legal newspaper 
 
published in said 
county and of general circulation 
therein, 
Witness my hand and official seal 
this 7th day of Slay, 1926. 
(Seal) J. Al, EASTERLING, 
m8w3 County Judge. 
51. H. Worlock, Atty. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 
In the County Court of Buffalo Coun-
ty, Nebraska.—In the matter of the 
estate of John Mercer, deceased. 
Public notice is hereby given that 
the creditors of said estate will meet 
the executor of said estate before 
said court in the court house in said which to file your written obligation 
county on the 9th day -of August, 1926, with the city clerk against extension 
at 9 o'clock a. in. for the purpose of
this 
said proposed water main. Dated 
12th day of April, 1926. 
Attest L. D. MARTIN, Mayor. 
Mrs. M. E. Burke, City Clerk. a12t30 
We Buy, Sell or Exchange 
Second Hand Furniture 
Scott's Furniture Exchange 
2006 Central Ave: 
DAVIS AUCTION CO. 
NEW AND USED 
FURNITURE 
1911 Central Ave. 
Auction Sale Every Saturday 
Let Us Sell Your Household 
Goods on Commission 
We Buy, Sell and Exchange 
Plant Your 
Ornamentals Now 
Our stock is dormant due to our modern storage facilil facilities. 
The season is late. Planting service by experienced men where 
FOR 
desired. We give positive replacement guarantee. 
Two Blocks East of Good Samaritian Hospital. 
Hutchinson Nurseries 
Your Home Nursery Phone 34 
FEEL SORRY 
YOU A ANGELICA HAVIN' 
so VT IN THAT STUFFY 







\JELL, THERE GOES 
'THE LAST BELL- ALL 
THE KIDS HAVE PASSED 
SO t MIGHT AS WELL 
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"Everyone was more or less emotion-
ally overwrought during the war," Rev. 
Allen said. "But most of us got a 
shock after the war was over. 
"We had been expecting .the return-
ed soldiers to come flocking into the 
churches and that the army chaplains 
would he in great demand. 
'Instead the soldiers were conspicu-
ous by their absence in the church 
pews, and many army chaplains de-
corated during the war, had a. hard 
time finding pulpits." 
Other ministers at the meeting ex-
pressed similar sentiments. 
The Rev. O. U. McPround, of Blair, 
Neb., who addressed the gathering. 
stated that after covering many thous-
and miles conducting revivals lie was 
forced to recognize the fact that people 
were not nearly so easily swayed by 
their emotions since the war and • it 
'was much harder to get Converts. 
SEAMEN'S UNION IS WARNED 
Labor Leader Says Strike Call 
Not Authorized, 
London, May l it—Havelock Wilson, 
president of the seamen's union, acted 
Saturday to prevent an unauthorized 
seamen's strike. 
The following wireless message was 
sent to the masters of ail British ships 
afloat: 
"Unauthorized persons are calling on 
the seamen to strike, saying that the 
trades union council .ordered such ac-
tion. 
"The council of the seamen's union 
alone can act in this matter and then 
only after a ballot, which so far has 
not been completed. If the ballot 
favors a strike, it must be pointed out 
that the courts have decided that no 
pay from the unions is permissable 
during sympathetic strikes. 
Rill you convey this message to 





Chicago, May —Michigan's suc-
cess was the outstanding event in the 
big ten baseball conference last week, 
the Wolverines winning three games 
to jump from fifth place into a tie 






THE art of making meals attrac-tive is in serving flavory foods. 
In breakfast oats, see that you get 
the Quaker brand. The difference -in 
flavor is amazing. 
Some 50 years were spent perfect-
ing Quaker flavor. No other oats 
offers it to you. Yet the price you 
pay is the same. 
Quaker milling, too, retains much of 
the "bulk" of oats. And that makes 
laxatives less often needed. Protein, 
carbohydrates and vitamines and 
"bulk" are thus combined in making 
Quaker Oats an excellently balanced 
ration. 
Quick Quaker cooks in 3 to 5 min-
utes. That's faster than plain toast. 
Makes the richest breakfast now the 
quickest. 
Get Quick Quaker or regular 




WAR TIME POLICIES 
Patriotic Zeal Made Them Lose 
Respect; They Agree, 
Omaha, May 11.- Ministers of the 
city, assembled here Monday for the 
weekly meeting of the Ministerial 
Union expressed themselves unani-
mously in sympathy with the Rev. R. 
1,. Wheeler, pastor emeritus of the 
Wheeler Memorial Presbyterian church 
who branded himself as a "fool and 
an ass" for the part he played as a. 
four-minute speaker during the world 
war. 
Dr. Wheeler had declared that he 
had been deluded and thought he was 
patriotic in working for the war, only 
to learn that clergymen "cannot be 
hysterical press agents in _war time 
and when peace comes expect folks to 
take them seriously as representatives 
of le us Christ." 
UP THE HIGH LINE 
SUMNER NEWS NOTES. 
Frank oleo!: is reported very 
sick with a !tad cold of quinsy and 
flu and has been under the doctor's 
care for the past week. 
Miss Hazel Trindle returned to 
Omaha last Friday to continue her 
studies for a trained nurse at the 
Lord Lester hospital. 
A. S. Flynn has moved to Lexing-
ton and • Cecil Caselton returned to 
Sumner. Flynn and Cecil will 
run a blacksmith shop and garage 
in the Flynn shop. 
Mrs. T. IL Cheney, of this city, 
went to Omaha last Friday to accom-
pany home Mrs. Sarah Grant, of 
Sumner, who has been confined in 
St. Joseph hospital for several weeks, 
Mrs. Jennie • Quail and daughter, 
Edna, of Miller; were in Sumner Fri-
day to have Dr. Downs remove a 
piece of steel from Edna's eye, which 
entered the eyeball while she was 
hanging up clothes on the clothes 
line. 
The Commercial club of this city 
motored -over to Broken Bow again 
last Saturday evening', to attend an-
other good roads meeting. The prin-
Rev. Clarence Allen, pastor of First cipal object of this meeting was to 
Methodist Episcopal church, said he discuss ways and means of getting a 
was in accord with Dr. Wheeler. 
state highway between - this city and 
Broken flow. 
CALLAWAY QUEEN NOTES. 
Mrs. Mary T. Douglas arrived home 
last Friday evening from California, 
where she had spent about two weeks 
vacation. 
Miss Bernice Campbell went to 
Kearney last Saturday to .enroll in 
the State Teachers college for the 
summer term. 
Mrs. Wm. Lauridsen has been ser- 
iously ill with double pneumonia but 
was reported considerably better yes-
terday afternoon. 
Harry Yates arrived home Sunday 
from Thermopolis, Wyoming, where 
he had spent several weeks taking 
treatment for rheumatism. Harry re-
turned greatly improved. 
B. J. Beechler expects to leave 
the latter part of this week for a 
trip through the southern part of the 
United States with the excursion train 
that is being run out of Omaha. 
Misses Mabel Benger and 
few 
Lillian Harvey 
returned home on Tuesday 
from Kearney, where they had attend-
ed the track meet and Home Econ-
omics contests and visited for a, 
days with friends. 
Miss Betty Molgard, of Kearney, is 
spending this week in Callaway at 
the home of her stster, Mrs. Wm. 
Lauridsen and family. Mrs. Laurid-
sen has been seriously ill with pneu- 
monia for several days. 
An important business change has 
been consummated in Callaway during 
the past week, through the terms of 
which the Ford garage business was 
sold by C. S. Carothers to two of his 
former employes, Dillo E. Troyer 
and Seth Best. 
ARNOLD SENTINAL NOTES. 
Miss Theresa. Melton returned. home 
from 
began 
ea racy the fore part of the 
week where she visited with f friends.
Masons on the new bakery 
building Monday morning, and the 
work is going along at a fast clip. 
G. A. Cunningham of Frederick, Wis., 
arrived in Arnold the first of the week, 
to take over the clientele of Dr. Frank 
Haught, veterinarian. 
G. 0. Moller, of Gothenburg, has 
cently rented the Priess building just 
south of Dewey's Bakery, and installed 
his blacksmith machinery. 
Friends of Grandma, Mills will be 
glad to know that she is slightly im-
proved, although still confined to her 
bed at the home of her daughter, Mrs. 
Emma L. English. 
Clay topping work on the federal 
highway, is nearly finished on this end 
of the work. It is estimated that three 
or four days more will complete the 
job through town. 
Mr. Patterson, the street man has 
been a powerful busy man for the past 
two weeks, cleaning out drains, grad-
ing streets, and getting things general 
ly shaped up for spring and summer. 
T. E. Chambers marketed a hundred 
and thirty head of hogs on the local 
market Tuesday that averaged 311 
pounds in weight, and sold them for 
$11.70 per hundred, the herd bringing 
him in $4,743. it. 
B. P. Mayhew, has been employed 
at the high school building to take the 
place of Mr. Brombaugh who has ac-
cepted a position with the Kauffman 
Construction company, Everett Ben-
nett has accepted the position of care-
taker of the grounds. 
GANDY PIONEER NOTES 
There will be a real grade school 
track and field meet at Gandy 'May 
14,. Most of the schools have already 
sent in their entries. 
The biggest and - best event of the 
school year will be the Chautauqua 
given by the senior class of the L. .C. 
H. S. May IS at the court house Gandy. 
Special village election will be held 
in May to vote upon the question of 
legalizing the playing' of baseball on 
Sundays within the corporate limits of 
the village of Gandy. 
While playing with Fred Kirsch 
Tuesday morning, Edgar Hubbell ac-
cidently ran an indelible pencil into 
his stomach, about an inch. . At this 
time nothing serious has resulted, al-
though sometimes such thing's have 
proven very serious. • 
Friday afternoon of last week about 
five o'clock a fire destroyed the barn 
WE HAVE ARRANGED TO SELL THE ENTIRE 
$35,000.00 STOCK OF MEMORIALS AT GREATLY 
REDUCED PRICES 
They must he sold. All work is of the best quality and will be finished 
and erected with the same care and skill as the Company has used in 
the past 14 years in Kearney. No, we are not quitting business, just re-
ducing the stock to meet our obligations. 
THIS COUPON IS WORTH $20.00 
To You On Every $100.00 Purchase Made On One of Our Monuments. 
You Will Also Get a $20.00 Rebate On Each Additional Hundred 
Dollars You Spend With Us.—This Offer Will Be Good 
Until June 1, 1926. 
HUTCHINS MONUMENTAL COMPANY 
1913 Central Avenue Kearney, Nebr 
NEBRASKA BEATS JAYHAWKERS 
(° 1 • lGarfield and ' i g also ' a  fine team 
the GOOD MORALS AMONG 
of horses and a saddle horse and some 
grain and hay belonging to Russell C 
Morton. AVE MEN ANCESTOR 
STAPLETON ENTERPRISE NOTES! 
sse si l position  in the ( local- 
has 
tele- Dissipation Caused Weakness 'Gandy,, 
arrived 
phone office. 
Verne Mitchell of Merna, 
Saturday to accept ti position in the 
0. L. :Jenkins barber shop, E. Wayne 
Smith having resigned. 
John Link, clerk- of the local camp 
of the M. W. A. recently received a 
check for $1,000.00 for the beneficiary 
of the late Clem A. Wells. 
John Schneider, of Heartwell arriv-
ed Saturday to attend the N. 
Beckius sale held that afternoon. He 
was accompanied by Walter Klosen 
of that place. 
Miss Lena Schrader entertained 
sixteen guests at her home Monday 
evening, in honor of her sister, Mrs. 
Carl Bowman and 
Mrs.
Mr. Bowman, of 
Bride, Neb. Mr
and A. R. Loudon had 
the misfortune to have their home 
with all the furnishings completely 
destroyed by fire on Wednesday of 
last week. A bunk house was burned 
also. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stalnaker 
entertained' the former's father and 
mother, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Stalnaker er 
and his sister, Mrs. A la Arthur Blixt, of 
Arnold, Sunday at their farm home 
southwest 
Rydh, 
west. of Stapleton. 
Stockholm.—Morally our cave-man 
ancestors were quite respectable, as 
sorts Dr. -Hanna Sweden's brit 
liant young woman archeologist, who 
has personally taken part in cave ex 
plorations on the European continent 
A doctor of philosophy from the Uni 
versity of Upsala, she ranks as a 
authority on the paleolithic period and 
is a former "attache litre" at 
French 
the 
"Mussee des Antiquites Na 
tionales" in St. Germain-en-Laye near 
Paris. 
She has just published a book con 
cerning daily life as it was led at the 
time the human race lived  in caves 
in which she concludes that every day 
cares were then quite heavy and that 
a race which won the battle with cold 
snow, ice, .wild beasts and epidemics i 
in every way worthy of our higher 
admiration. Weaklings, dissipates and 
all those  leading "irregular" live 
were 
but 
soon killed off and only the fittest 
survived, she pointed out. 
The prime reason for taking' shelter 
in the caves, she continues, was not 
the desire for privacy in a home 
protection for the cold. 'Often severe 
battles had to be fought with wild 
animals for the possession of a cave 
and probably it was man's ability to 
make fire that decided the victor in 
his favor. - In many caves men Had 
beasts occupied the same cave alter- r-
nately, as shown by successive layers, 
of deposits. In one French 
800 
cave in the 
De
 in partment of Haute 
Saone, skeleton 
have been found, for instance, of nu 
less than hears, who had- used it 
as a place to die. 
SEEK U. S. HUSBANDS. 
Washington, May 10.--ln Poland 15,-
900 Jewish women are hoping' for lift 
ing of the immigration ban, Polls 
Chief Rabbi Lipshitz has in informed 
high point man, taking first in the President All Coolidge. these women 
100 and 220 yawl dash and third in have lost trace of their 
slowed 
husbands sine 
the javelin throw. Recent rains had the war and believe that the latter have 
the track considerably, pre- settled in the United States. In any 
venting- spectacular r performances event, they would like an opportunity 
Locke's time in the century was 10 to come here on a husband hunt. 
seconds :and he sprinted the 220 in  
23.1. 
Aggies and K. U. Beth Fall In 
Triangle Meet. 
to Destroy Others. 
Lincoln, May 10.—Nebraska's track 
team ea easily took first place 
triangular r meet held Friday t 
Manhattan, Kans., with Kansas Uni-
versity and 
1/2 




versity was second with 49 points and 
the Kansas Aggies collected 35 1/2 points
Locke, Nebraska sprint star, was 
I am moving to the new location at 
2009 Central Avenue and wi ll endeavor 
to look after my customers in the best 
possible way. Geo. H. Troxell. 
See Anderson's want ad—Potatoes 
and Apples. 
SEND FORM LETTERS 
1000 multigraphed copies of your letter 
cost very little. Look like personal let-, 
ters. Get the business. Write for full 
particulars'. 
Advertisers Letter Company 




Wednesday, May 12 
At The 
1733 AMUSEMENT PARK 
REMEMBER THE DATE 
DANCE EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY 
CRESCENT Today and Wednesday 
TOM TYLER in 
"THE WYOMING WILDCAT'
Tom - his pony and dog in a real, western--fun for the kids. 
ii' 
If • : 
, o.
, 
And a Big Comedy—"Al's Troubles." 
The first 150 adults at the Crescent tonight get a 
Movie Magazine, 
COMING---THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
"THE RADIO DETECTIVE" 
The police and detectives do their work by radio. 
Watch for our Special program. 
Statue Of Liberty Draped 




which were moving down the 
bay and watched the strange spec- 
tacle. 
A trio of former A. E. F. men carry- 
FAVOR CONTINUED STRIKE. 
London, May 11 .—The miners re -
main firm for the strike and are not 
considering' calling it off, A. .1. Cool: 
New York 0, May 10.—In satiric pro- 
test against prohibition, a delegation 
from the world war veteran's light 
I wines intl beer league Saturday 
draped in, mourning the Statue of 
Liberty. 
Bedloe's 
ing' the mourning banners in a 
photographic kit made the trill from 
the Battery to island with- 
out attracting suspicion. They were 
dressed in citizens clothes and did 
not reveal their names. 
secretary of the miners federation 
ence 
said Monday during the press confer. 
at strike headquarters. Report: 
received by Cook, he said, showed 
tha t all the unions w ere solidly it 
favor of the strike. Frank Hodges 
For ten minutes two black ban- 
miens 15 by 80 feet waved from the 
eyes of the statue while passengers 
crowded to the. rails of two ocean 
I am moving to the new location at 
2009 Central Avenue and wi ll endeavor 
to look after my customers in the best 
possible way. Geo. H. Troxell. 
secretary of the International Feder 
ation of Trades unionists who, hat 
just tel  from the Ostend meet 
big, said a general strike on the colt . 
tinent had not been discussed. 
" Belle
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1. Season's best sellers in 
new spring styles are now broken 
lines. Sizes have been broken
which will not be replaced. The 
remaining shoes are now offered to 
you right in the middle of the sea - --- • • •son at— 




2. Dozens of new spring styles 
offered to you at one flat price. 
Seven to nine dollar values ex- 
clusively. Get yours early while 
selections tions are best. 
duced, II 
3. Newest Spring Styles! Ito-
duced. Sale Marti. Wednesday, May 12th, 
,
1 1 1111111111111 








WITH A REPUTATION AS 
MRS. L. 
GIVEN 
K. E. MINNESOTA. 
IN THIS LETTER. FROM 
Eighteen years ago my father bought an Automatic. Six 
years ago he purchased a new one and sent his old one to me. 
Since then it has done the family washing for four people; 
washing blankets, rag rugs, doilies and other fine pieces. I 
shall 'never replace it with anything but a new AUTOMATIC. 
Mrs. L. K. E., Minnesota. 
p 
C Co. 
"Gas and Electricity With Service" 
TUESDAY MAY 1 1, 1926 6 THE KEARNEY DAILY HUB 
HERRICK Five-Point Insulation 
—AL
11 
111.kRICK R refrigerator CO. 
Upon the insulation also de-
pends the success of the refrig-
erator. No refrigerator is bet-
ter than its insulation. In no 
part of a refrigerator is there a 
greater difference between var-
ious kinds than there is in the 
insulation used—and the way it 
is used. 
THE INSULATION in the 
HERRICK includes five import- 
ant \advantages: 
I is positively air -tight and weatherproof. 
It is the most successful non-conductor of peat. or cold—there-. 
fore keeps warm air out and cold air in. 
Animal life cannot enter it nor exist in it. 
It is sanitary clear through. There is no vegetable or animal 
matter in it and all is entirely purified by an. intense melting 
heat. • 
It cannot decay, mildew, or lose its effectiveness through age. 
C. F. BODINSON HARDWARE CO. 
Men, you'll want to see our pair of • 
BLONDS 
They'l l please you. 
One for $5. 
One for $7. 
TWIDALE SHOE COMPANY 
DR. K. L. HOLMES 
DR. R. M. GILMORE 
DENTIST 
Over Twidale Shoe Store 
Phone 71 
DR. E. E. MANNING 
DENTIST 
Over Buck's Booterie 
Office Phone 153 
Residence Phone Red 1167 
Beauty Shoppe 
203 West 24th St. Phone Black 1073 
Delightfully Invigorating Electrical 
Scalp Treatments. 
Facials and Manicures. 
Marcells 50c during the summer 
months. 
A FEW MEN 
Settle down before e they are 
married. 
MOST MEN 
Settle down when they are mar-
ried. 
ALL MEN 
Settle down and enjoy it  when 
they build a home for I he family. 
McCLURE & CO. 
Architects Builders 
DR. W. S. MORROW 
DENTIST 

























Anderson Funeral Home 
IRA C. ANDERSON 
Funeral Director 
CORNER OF LINCOLN WAY 
AND AVENUE A. 
Ambulance Always at Your 
Service 
KEARNEY. PHONE 412. 
LOCAL BREVITIES. 
—The I. U. O. F. meets in regular 
session this evening, with work in the 
Golden Rule degree.
—There will be a regular meeting of 
Elie Royal Neighbors this evening, with 
an initiation of candidates. 
—Floyd Graham, of Litchfield is be-
ing held by the local police on a 
charge of intoxication. 
—Norma Talmadge appears at the 
Empress tonight in, "Graustark." A 
news reel and a comedy will also be 
screened. 
—The child welfare department of 
the Woman's club meets with Mrs. 
( . A. Ayres 
leader, 
on Thursday. Mrs., Frank 
Hollingsworth, 
—The Business and Professional 
Woman's club meets tonight for a 
six-thirty covered dish luncheon, fol-
lowed by a business session. 
----"The 
money, 
-Wyoming Wildcat," with 
Tom Tyler in the lead, "The Radio De-
tective," and a comedy are the. Cres-
cent offering for tonight. 
—The case of Sam Lynch and Ed. 
Willis vs. Manlius Lucas, involving 
has been entered on the dis-
trict court docket. 
Buehler, of Scott township, 
completed assessing yesterday and fil-
ed his final returns with the county 
clerk. 
—The \lid State :Motor company 
unloaded it car of Pontiacs yesterday, 
four new models being on display to -
day. 
There has been a rush on payment 
of real estate nixes - during the post 
few 
and 
days. these taxes- being delinquent 
on May 1. 
—'the city conned met last night 
passed many of the revised ordi-
nances, taking this up acs a matter of 
special business. 
.—The Ladies Aid of the Christian 
201 
church meets Wednesday afternoon with 
Mrs. C. D. Ayers, East 
Twenty-sixth street, 
—The Kearney Savings and Loan 
association is plaintiff in a suit against 
William H. Moore et al, a foreclosure 
filed in district court. 
—Anna. Henning, of Chicago, Ill., is 
visiting her brother, L. J. Henning-, on 
her way home from Pasadena, Calif., 
where 
standard 
e she spent the winter. 
—The Oldsmobile Motor company an-
nounce soles of a de luxe sedan to 
John Thornton; of Gibbon and a 
coach to (1. AV. Codner 
--The Degree of Honor club will 
meet on Wednesday evening, at 
eight o'clock, at which time a Moth-
er's Day program will be -given. 
—The Al. B. club will meet with 
Mrs. N. T. Datldow in West Kearney 
on Thursday afternoon. Airs. Eick-
lacier and Mrs. Carl Bartz will have 
charge. 
—The funeral of June May Godfrey 
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Stewart Godfrey, was held last night, 
the body being taken to North Platte 
today for burial. 
The  Efficiency class of the /Chris 
t ion church will meet this evening 
with Mrs. J. M. Easterling for their 
regular monthly party. All members 
are requested to be present. 
—D. Drake left this morning for 
Lincoln, 
Creaver 
from where he will go to 
Liberty, Neb.,.. and Pawnee, Neb.,., to be 
gone a week or two in all. lie will 
visit sons in each of the three places. 
—The W. 1i car, Chevrolet 
coupe reported stolen from in front of 
the Midway hotel Sunday night, was 
located yesterday, abandoned on East 
Lincoln 'Way. 
—A Union Prayer meeting' will he 
held on Thursday morning front nine-
thirty to ten o'clock at the home of 
Sirs. J. M. Dority, 307 West Twenty-
seventh street. 
—The annual Mother-Daughter 
meeting of the United Brethren mis-
sionary women and Otterbein Guild 
girls will he held Wednesday evening 
at eight o'clock in the church. 
—Doris Meservey, who has been at-
tending the university at 
and 
Berkeley 
Calif., for the past year, is home fun 
her summer vacation. Miss Meservey 
expects to return to Berkeley next fall 
resume her studies. 
—St. Luke's' Guild of the Episcopal 
church will meet Wednesday after-
noon, at two-thirty. with Mrs. .1. W. 
Pickens, 21 0 4 Second avenue. The 
hostesses will he Mrs. Young, Mrs. 
Benger and Mrs. Staton. 
—In .obedience to on order by the 
department commander, Monday, Slay 
31, will be observed as Decoration 
Day by the. Kearney Post of the (I. 
A. R. All auxiliaries and other pat-
riotic orders please take notice and 
govern yourselves accordingly, says 
Henry Stevens, local G. A, it, com-
mander, in a notice issued today. 
State Teachers College 
Senior Play 
"THE YOUNGEST" 
By Philip Barry 
Directed by 
Miss Miriam Eckhardt 
Friday, May 14 
All Seats 50c 
8 p. m. 
S TAKING CARS GIVEN AS MODERN ROMANCE. CLOUDINESS AND RAIN ADMIT New Version of "Graustark" is Shown 
OUT FOR A JOY RIDE In INSTEAD OF A FREEZE 
created a. kingdom for her new screen 
starring vehicle, Graustark." The 
• • kingdom, of course. was that of the • • Many Disappearances Explained imaginary country or Graustark the Additional Precipitation Over the 
By Arrest of Youth, 
.1 written confession obtained yester-
day afternoon from Earl Martin, 19. 
clears up many cases of joy riding 
which hove troubled the police during 
the post few months. Hardly it day 
goes by but what some car • is reported 
stolen. Search usually reveals the' -ma-
chine parked along some lonely road 
or stranded on Kearney streets, the 
gasoline and oil supply exhausted. 
Last week the Hugh Drake car was 
reported stolen. It was located in the 
hills, north of Odessa, to all appearance 
having been taken on a joy ride. The 
name of Martin was connected with 
this machine, he having been seen rid-
ing in it. The police took the tip and 
kept an eye on the young man and 
finally caught him as he was in the 
very act of taking a car belonging to 
John Hines. He was then taken to 
jail for questioning. 
Monday the lad asked for pen and 
paper and declared his readiness to 
make a written confession, in his own 
writing, this action following it 
thorough quiz to which he was put by 
Chief of Police Quiggle and Oscar 
Drake. The material being forthcom-
ing the young man wits left to • his 
ease. 
Ills confession accounts for the disap-
pearance of seven cars (all subsequent-
ly recovered.) the Don Patsios, 
Martin 
Joe 
Kalous, John Keenan, Ed. Robinson, 
J. A. Estelle. Hugh Drake and John 
Hines machines. set forth in 
detail just where he had picked up 
these cars, how far he 'had driven them 
and where they were ultimately aban-
doned. 
Practically every machine was driven 
until the supply of gasoline and oil had 
been used up, then the oung man hoof-
ed it for home or Kearney, depending 
upon where the machine gave out,
calling 
He 
resides north of Odessa! 
Martin could not resist the thrill 
which joy riding gave him. He ap-
parently never gave thought to steal-
ing- a machine and disposing of it. pre-
ferring Merely to run the car until the 
supply of fuel gave out, then 
it a day. He always worked alone, 
stating he (lid not care to risk the 
company of other young men on these; 
escapades or the presence of a girl. 
for fear that they might bring about 
his downfall. 
HUNTING A- PHOTO SOLICITOR 
Anxious to Learn If He Has Any 
Local Connections. 
The police have been appealed to 
Icy a local photographer; requesting 
them to investigate the work of a 
solicitor who is taking orders air pic-
tures, asking a certain small payment 
down and tendering a, coupon which, 
when presented with a stipulated 
balance, entitles the holder to a dozen 
photos. 
There may be nothing wrong with 
the solicitation scheme, provided the 
salesman huts connections with some 
local gallery or operates a studio 
established 
Of - 
his own, but sum far neither of such 
connections have been located. 
One of the coupons was presented 
yesterday, to a local pho-
tographer, tie woman stating she had 
been directed to his place of business. 
The deal wits entirely new to him, he 
haul no one engaged in selling' such 
coupons and he became sufficiently 
suspicious to get in touch with the 
police at once. The latter are now 
looking fur the solicitor to obtain 
from him an explanation. 
APPRECIATION. 
The members of Chapter A. S. of the 
P. E. 0. Sisterhood, wish to express 
their appreciation and thanks to the 
members of the cast; to those who 
advertised in the program, and to all 
others who, by their cooperation and 
.assistance, contributed to' the success 
of the "Womanless Wedding." 
—0 & H NEWS NOTES—
SAFETY FIRST DAY 
Before storing away your Furs 
and woolens for the season, be sure 
and use the best, Use LARVEX." 
it ONLY once then lay away your 
goods. 
Sold at 
OHLSON & HENNING 
Your Drug Store 
Prescription Pharmacy. 
COAL 
Just received a ear of Western 
Hard Coal for Chicken brood-
ers. 
L. D. MARTIN 
70--PHONE-70 
locale of the famous story by George 
State Last Night Barr McCutcheon. Castles and streets were built, a national emblem was de tau -
signed, and special uniforms for three 
regiments of soldiers mode. Although 
the novel deals with a "costume" period 
it was decided to eliminate all costumes 
from the film version and present it as 
a modern romance in a little forgot-
ten principality in the mountains of 
Europe. The big production is First 
National offering at the Empress 
theater the first. three days of this 
week. 
YOUR BIN FULL OF 
KEMMERER COAL 
Positively Lasts Longer 
Is the Cheapest Heat Insurance 







2001 Pounds to the Ton 
DENTISTS TO GO A "FISHING' 
Ananias Club Membership for 
the Best Fish Yarn. 
may 13, al p. m. is the 
time set for the dentist's fishing trip. 
Anyone of sound mind, sober, and 
claiming to be a dentist will be 
eligible to go. Death, sickness, odon- 
talgia - or absence from the city will 
be the only excuse accepted. 
.Wear anything you want except an 
operating gown or 
be 
a dress suit. 
There may differences on the 
subject of bait. "Right angle" worms 
are good. Bait other than that which 
is placed on the hook must he furn-
ished by the individual. 
Salted peanuts are barred due to 
the noise created when masticated 
with dentures. 
Conversation relative to the subject 
of dentistry is tabooed and anyone 
found guilty will be thrown ill the 
lake. 
Fish stories are the order of the 
day but the narrators are warned 
that they take the consequence. 
The following prizes will be offered: 
Largest fish, two tickets to Em-
press. 
Most fish (legal size), two dinners 
at the New "Hotel Denny." 
Single catch, and having the largest 
mouth and mast perfect set of teeth, 
one package of cigarettes. 
Smallest catch, preparing the lunch. 
No-- catch, must eat dried herring. 
Noblist costume, one gallon gasoline. 
Best fish story, life membership in 
Ananias club. 
Dr. Holmes has arranged to go nut 
in the morning and prepare the fish -
site and have every thing ready. 
Make your appointments and ar-
rangements to get away at three 
o'clock. Suggestions are in order. 
Addressed Many Groups. 
Mrs. C. J. connected Burberry, with 
the Tilden Health school association, 
of Denver, Colo., left yesterday for 
Grand Island, after having addressed, 
a series of meetings here. She 
spoke before the Woman's club, the 
High school' assembly, college stu-
dents of the economics department. 
the Parent -Teachers association and 
other bodies. The High school au-
thorized purchase of a number of the 
"health" hooks written by Dr. Tilden. 
Modern Woodmen of America. Larg-
est fraternal beneficiary society in the 
world, offers substantial economical 
protection with strongest fraternal, so-
cial, and other co-operative features 
at lowest possible cost. Over a mill ion 
members enrolled. For further par-
ticulars see Deputy R. J. Stearns or 
call 437. 
YOU WANT SERVICE 
—YOU GET IT—
AT THE 
MIDWAY MOTOR CO. 
Taking care of your auto-
mobile is our l ife work. 
We've made a study of car-
ing for all makes and mod-
els of cars. 
Give Us a Trial 
MidwayMotor 
Company 
LAUER'S CABINET SHOP 
E. B. LAUER 
Furniture Repairing, Upholstering, 
Refinishing, Built to Order and 
Packing and General Carpentering. 
Shop 303 West 26th Street. 
Phone Red 631. 
J. G. LOWE, Sr., President. JOHN D. WOLF, Cashier. 
W. O. KING, Vice President. 
JOHN G. LOWE, Jr., Ass't Cashier. 
Farmers State Bank 
DEPOSITS MORE THAN A MILLION 
DIRECTORS 
James A. Boyd, Chairman of the Board. 
C. K. Gibbons W. 0 King John G. Lowe, Sr 
John G. Lowe, Jr. John D. Wolf 
The mercury slipped down below 
forty above during the early morning 
hours Tuesday, thirty-eight above be-
ing recorded. Frost, which threatened 
during the night, failed to materialize. 
a. general cloudy condition prevailing 
and light showers falling throughout 
the night. 
The day gave promise of additional 
rain, conditions over the state this 
morning being cloudy and threatening, 
some localities reporting rain. 
_Reports received from all parts of 
Nebraska indicate that the state ex-
perienced abundant precipitation since 
last week Friday, the fall ranging from 
o 
counties 
halt inch to as touch as live inches. 
Certain sections of Buffalo and ad-
joining experienced very 
heavy rains, road washouts being 're-
ported in some instances. 
Winter wheat, oats and the alfalfa 
acreage are greatly benefitted by the 
moisture, the soil 
dry 
being exceedingly 
following six weeks of drouth, 
coupled with high winds which pre-




the exception of places Where 
highways were washed by as heavy 
downpour of rain, roads generally 
trifle 
in excellent shape. Early morning ar-
rivals today state that the going was 
a slippery on dirt highways, but 
they could be negotiated without the 
use of chains. 
Most corn land is in readiness for 
sliming -planting and it will be in ex-
cellent shape following the rain which 
has just been experienced here. 
MEET GRD HERE NEXT SUNDAY 
Fast Game of Ball Is Booked 
For the Kearneyites. 
The Ord semi-professional team 
conies to Kearney for a game of ball 
at 
on Sunday of this week. This game 
is to lie played the fa
Wunderwald 
fair grounds 
and gets under way at three o'clock. 
sharp. 
and Panel: will offi-
ciate for the locals while Ord have 
Duryea, Kress and Finch for the 
mound, McGrew with behind the bat 
If Wunderwald and Duryea mix h 
may develop into a pitcher's battle. 
Both work in semi-professional 
likewise 
(loss 
when going good. Kress and Pinch 
are reported to be clever and 
can go the route of necessary. Ale-
Grew, behind the hat for the visitors, 
recently wits given a tryout with Lin - 
coln, in the Western League. Rondeau 
is another diamond star playing with 
Ord. 
The Kearney management an-
nounces that has Codner been secured 
for the season, as a utility man. Ile 
fits hi well in emergencies and should 
do much to bolster up the team when 
a gap is created somewhere in the 
lineup. 
Boy Falls From Tree. 
Kenneth Winn, nine year old son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed \\'inn, broke his 
left arm at the wrist late yesterday, 
when he fell from a tree. The lad wan 
playing in the yard and had climbed 
into o tree. He lost his hold ;mail 
-tumbled to time ground, about ten 
feet. 
New and used oil stoves priced from 
$5.00 up. Maddox Furniture Exchange. 
A. G. Bower & Son Funeral Director 
and Ambulance service. 
New and used oil stoves priced from 
$5.00 up. Maddox Furniture Exchange. 
1 
LET US SHOW YOU OUR NEW 
PATTERNS 
E. A. ECK 
2215 Central Ave. Kearney 
 
Hail Insurance 
You Need It Now 
The crop looks sure, but it's 
never safe from hail during: the 
growing season. Make sore 
your r profit. 
INSURE NOW! 
Tomorrow may be too 
THE KEARNEY LAND AND 
MORTGAGE CO. 
C. W. Kibler 
Realtors, Insurors 
DR. L. A. BROWN 
Room 4—Andrews Building 
P. S. C. CHIROPRACTOR 




THURSDAY OUR $1.00 DAY 
Don forget Thursday $1.00 lay sale. 
and early, as we are going to give you lots of good things 
for $1.00. 
\Vat eh our windows Wednesday and see of the some 
l merchandise e you can buy 
Will also give yon a list  of some of the items in this 
space tomorrow night. 
Be here bright 
RUTER'S -The Fashion 
THE BEST PLACE TO SHOP AFTER ALL. 
Every Business Man 
Knows This Bank! 
The most important factor in the success of many a busit 
ness man is his strong banking connections. 
Ile looks upon this bank as something more than a custodian 
of his account. It is his business counsellor, to be relied upon 
for valuable information and advice. 
if you're not taking advantage of our service, you're 
missing something. 
Central National Bank 
"THE BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE" 
J. S. DONNELL, President 
J. D. Loewenstein, Vice-Pres. J. H. Dean, Cashier 





KEARNEY FLORAL COMPANY 
Greenhouse and Nursery. Phone 2 7 G. Always Open. 
E. (I. Revd, Attorney. 
ORDER FOR HEARING AND PUB-
LICATION OF NOTICE THEREOF. 
State of Nebraska, County of Buf-
falo.—In County Court.—In the mat-
ter of the estate of Jelin R. Crozier, 
deceased. 
The petition of Martha J. Crozier, 
widow, having been filed in court for 
letters of administration on the estate 
of the said deceased, it is hereby 
ordered that a hearing he had on said 
petition before said court in the court 
house in said county, on the 1st day 
of June, 1 92 6, at 9 o'clock a. m. of 
said day. 
It is further ordered that notice of 
said hearing be given by publication of 
a copy of this order for three successive 
weeks in the Kearney Huh, a 
1926 
legal 
newspaper published in said county 
and of general circulation therein. 
Witness my hand and official seal 
this 5th dray of Stay, 1 92 
(Seal) J. M. EASTERLING, 








makes all its own 
Gear Sets 
That's what One-Profit means 




Now any woman can have a real 
O-Cedar Mop that makes floor 
polishing a delight instead of back-
breaking drudgery. See this new 
mop at your dealer's and ask 
him about reductions on other 
O-Cedars in varying sizes. From 
75c to $1.75. 
for a real 
Mop Polish 
Checker Taxi Service 
Big Reduction in Driving 
To the 1733 Amusement Park 
4 for 75c 
Phone 707 
BATTERIES 
WE RECHARGE ALL MAKES 
FOR 
75 C 
Phone 374 or bring them to the 
Prest-O-Lite Station 





And Other Chronic Diseases. 
EXAMINATION FREE. 
Write or Phone for Appointment. 
Norman T. Johnston, M. D. 
2118 Central Ave. 
KEARNEY, NEBRASKA 
KEARNEY THE DAILY HUB TUESDAY, MAY 11, 1926 
LIVE STOCK AND 
PRODUCE MARKET 
Latest Grain Quotations at the 
National Exchanges, 
NEW YORK PRODUCE. 
New York, Slay 11.-FLOUR- 
steady and quiet. 
POI: K-Firm : 
LARD - Strong: 
Mess 37.00. 
DA Middlewest spot. 
15.75 St 1 , .85. 
SUGAR-Firmer; Raw 4.27; Refined 
firmer; Granulated 5.40 5> 5.60. 
COFFEE--Rio No. 7 on spot 19% @ 
19 7/8; Santos No. 4, 2244 o 22 1/2 . 
TALLOW -Quiet; special 8' 
HAY-Bales firm: No. 1, 1.45: No. 
3, 1.20 @ 1.30; Clover 1.15 
@ 1.15. 
DRESSED POULTRY Steady, 
Turkeys 35 @ 62: Chickens 23 @ 50; 
Fowls 22 Sr 38; Capone 40 @ 58 
LIVE POULTRY--Dull; Geese 13 
(1, 15; Ducks 16 @ 32; Fowls 34 @ 
37; Turkeys 25 @ 30; Roosters 20; 
Chickens 25; Broilers 45 @ 55. 
CHEESE s -- SteadY: State Milk com-
mon to specials 26 @ 28; Young 
Americas 20 1/2  @ 251/2 . 
BUTTER -Firm: Receipts 10,346; 
Creamery, extra 41 ; specials 411/z 
42. 
EGGS-Market Easy, Receipts 64,-
375; Nearby white fancy 37 St 38: 
Nearby state whites 31 @ 30: Fresh 
firsts 29 1/2 @ 30 1/2 ; Pacific coasts 32 1/2
@ 39; Western whites 30 St 33; Near-
by browns 35 St 37. 
Cur the first time today the in-
junction was used to prevent further 
walkouts. 
Justice Seabury in chancery court 
granted en injunction restraining 
members 
branch officials of the National 
Sailers and Firemen's unions from 
calling to strike without 
authority of, the executive council of 
the union. 
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK. 
may 1 11.- HOGS - Receipts 
18,000; 
14.35; 
:Market slew but steady: G - 
1 F -Bulk 13.10 @ 13.70; ,1--
Heavy weight (250 to 350 pound) med 
clue 12.80 @ 1:1.35; K -Medium (200 





to 200 pound) 
coin chc 12.90 sr 14.15: light 
( 130 to 160 @ pound) cum chc 13.10 
14.35; Q-Packing sows smooth end 
rough 12.00 @ 12.50; X--Slaughter 
Cattle 





-Steers 1500 pounds up good 
else :440 0 10.50. 
Steers 1 100 to 1500 Pounds--
Choice 9.90 5, 10.6)): A1
950 @ 10.00; AJ - Medium 8.40 @ 9.50, 
st eers ( 100 Pounds Down-
AM - Choice 10.00 @ 10.60: A AN - 
Good 9.50 @ 10.00; AQ-Medium 8.35 
5, 9.50: AS-Common 6.75 @ 8.25, 
Light Yearling Steers and Heifers-
AW W--Good and choice 850 pounds 
down 875 @ 10,00. , 
o Heifers- 
AX-Good and choke  870 pounds 
up 7.35 re 10.00: A Z--Common and 
medium all weights 5.75 @ 8.40 
Cows-
-BA -Good and choice 6.50 so 7.75; 
BD - Common and medium 5.75 @ 6.50; 
BF--Canners and cutters 4.50 @ 5.75. 
("a Calves- 
to choice 6.25 @ 0.00, 
Vealers-- 
BQO - Cull to choice 5.00 
BWR-Steers 
@ 12.25. 
Feeders end Stucker Cattle-
common to choice 6.25 
@ 9.00. 
Slaughter Sheep and Lambs - 
SC-Light and handy weight 84 Ms. 
12.75 @ 
,all 
15.25; SG-Culd rind common 
weights 1 1 .00 @ 12.75, 
Ewes 
SN-Common to choice 4.50 @ 8.00: 
SO --Canners and cutters 2.00 @ 4.50. 
(Above on full wooled. SS wooled, 
SV shorn basis) 
Chicago, May 11-CATTLE-Re- 
ceipts 
marked 
11.000; market fairly active in 
steer trade; , steers 10 @15c higher : 
yearling' and lighter weights showed 
advance; liberal supply of kil-
ling cows, hest at $10.35, medium at 
$10.15 15; some at as low at $9.75: light 
heifers upwards to $10.15; most light 
heifers et $7.50 to $9.50; bologna bulls 
at 36.50 @ 6.75; vealers at $9.00 @ 
10.00 to the peckers and $11.00 @ 12.00 
to outsiders. 
SI SHEEP -Receipts 
packers 
11,000, market 
slew; higher asking prices: early sales 
clipped lambs steady; a few Mods of 
desirable hot heavvyweights to the 
$14.75 0 15.00; one load brought $15.2 5: 
wooled I r ile, steady: wooled ewes OMAHA CASH GRAIN. 
Hipped ewes  upward to $8.00: ()Walla, y 11.-Wheat was un-
wooled ewes $9.00. 
steady; Yearlings 10.50 @ 12.00; Lambs 
13.00 St 15.65; Ewes 8.00 00 @ 9.50. 
Sales of Beef Steers- 
No. Ave. Price 
6   730 $8.00 
211   1 157 8.211 
20   818 8.25 
12   773 8.30 
26  043 8.50 
52   1103 8.65 
21   1097 8.70 
40   1192 8.75 
9 1113 8.80 
21   1174 8.90 
9   1077 1 9.00 
16  1016 9.10 
20   1306 9.15 
18   1355 9.25 
13 1302 9.35 
17  1600 9.50 
15  1193 9.65 
Steele and Heifers 
No. Aye,, Price 
29  540 $8.00 
31   605 8.10 
18 890 8.25 
41   771 8.25 
12   716 8.50 
Beef Cows 
No. Ave. Price 
18 863 $4.65 
2 905 4.75 
11  1243 6.75 
35 9145 6.85 
4   1225 7.00 
18 1001 7.25 
Stockers and 
No. Ave. 





36   755 
37  285 
67   258 
30   272 
43   15 
37   195 
37   213 
69   155 




















CHICAGO GRAIN CLOSE. 
Chicago, 11 -WHEAT -May 
new tip 1 5> : Slay old up 2 11/2; July up 
144; September up 3/8. 
1CORN-May up 7/5: July up 
up 
1/2 ; 
September up 1 1/2 . 








5,700; with another moderate run of 
cattle Tuesday the market displayed 
further activity and prices ruled 
strong to 10 to 15c higher all around. 
Quality of the offerings was very fair 
and several loads of choice steers sold 
around 9.50 to 9.65. Under tone of the 
trade has shown much improvement 
in the last few days on both beef 
steers butcher stock and the 
movement was free from start to 
finish. Stockers and feeders were 
again in very limited supply but de-
mand was better than it has been and 
prices unevenly stronger. 
Hogs, receipts 6,600. The better 
grades of light hogs again moved to 
a seasonable hour of the forenoon 
with prices ruling largely steady, with 
Monday. Others and packing grades 
while just a little slew in selling ruled 
mostly steady. Bulk 12.65 @ 13.35; top 
13.50, 
Sheep, receipts 5,500. Early trading 
ill fat lambs was dull but with another 
moderate run the market ruled steady 
to strong. Feeders sold around a quar-
ter higer early sales of choice Cali-
fornia light weight lambs to feeders 
13.75. Sheep steady to unevenly low-
er. Two loads of California ewes aver-
aging about 100 pounds sold to feeders' 
at 6.75. 
OPENING GRAIN REVIEW. 
Chic CHicago May 11.-Grain opened ir-
regular on the Chicago 'board of 
trade. As there 'was little trading', 
only the wheat prices 'were fractional-
ly affected and these dominated the 
coarser grains 
CHICAGO PRODUCE. Wheat was fractionally lower in Chicago  May I T Re-  all deliveries. There 'were no partic- 
ceipts Creamery  extras  3 14: ular phases of the day's news to affect 
Creamery S standards 3) 1) 1/8 s firsts 36 1/2 this 
grain so that the market is 
rather quiet and no serious changes @ . 37 11/2 ; Seconds 34 @ 35 1/2; Extra 
firsts 38 1/4 Si 38 3/4 in prices are expected, - until some 
EGGS--Receipts 48,685 Ordinaries further developments. 
26 rat '2 7: Firsts 28 @ 28 1/2 /2 ; Extras Corn opened unchanged fur the May 
and ly 
CHEESE - Twins 
deliveries, although it was S 
1 19: Young Am- fractionally higher for September. It 
ericas 19 1/2 . shows no definite trend. 
LIVE POULTRY-Receipts  4 care; Oats prices were unchanged in all 
Fowls 29 @ 32: Ducks 30 @ 32: Geese deliveries. 
1.6; Turkeys 35; Roosters 20; Broiler's Provisions prices opened higher. 
41 5> 48. 
POTATOES-Roo: 2:12 cars: I OPENING WALL STREET JOURNAL 
Wisconsin round whites 3.50 @ 3.75: FINANCIAL REVIEW. 
Minnesota round whites 325 ti 340: New York, May 11.-Initial trading 
Idaho russets 3.75 @ 4.0 ); 'texas on the New York stock- exchange was 
_Bliss Triumphs 6.60 @ 6.75, 
ings 
not very active. and price changes 
were unimportant in the early deal- CHICAGO 
GRAIN FUTURES. today. Some leaders showed frac-
Open High Low ('lose I '. Close tional improvements 
May 
over the previous 
a. 161 161 16113 163% 161 1/2 closing levels, while others were un-
May o, 159 3/8 16212 158 7/8  1 162 1/2  160 changed, . 
July 138% 140 1/2  138 1 140 1_38% Steel common was unchanged to 
Sept. 134 1351.4 134 135 3/8 134+ 120%: General Motors was up frac-
CORN- tionally while Dodge, Studebaker and 
May 69 1/2  70 7/8 69 1/1/2 69 7/8 Hudson were slightly lower. Bransdall 
July 74 3/8 75 1/4 74 1/2  74% "A" made a new low for the year  at 
Sept. 77 3/4 78 7/8  77% 77 231  off 1 1/2 , on an opening sales of 
OATS- 3,000 shares. 
May 40 1/2  Opening prices included: 
July 42 1/2  U. S. Steel 120 7/8; Internal Combus-
Sept 42 7/8  Hon Engine 44 up %; Dodge 2' 6 off 
RYE E- '15: United Cigar Stores 8744 off 1/4; 
Slay 85 85 3/4 84 American Can 43 1/4 up 11/4: Pacific Oil 
87 88!,4 86 3/4 541/2  off 1/4 ; General Meters 12011/2  up 
Sept. 88% 90 88 3/4 44; A. T. and T. 144% off 1/4; Stude-
LARD- baker 
1540 
49% off 1/4; Radio 43 off 1; 
Slay 1527 1527 1540 1522 General Petroleum 59 7/8  up 44 ; C, and 
RIBS 11S- O. 121 up 1/4; U. S. Rubber 551/2  up 
July nominal 1720 1700 7/; Hudson Motors 04:4 off 5 ; Pan 
Pete "B" 64% off 13 : Union Pacific 
OMAHA PRODUCE. 146 1/2  up 1 ; General Electric 311 7/8 up 
Omaha, May I le-Eggs firm at 5/8 
a 
%; Consolidated Gas extra -dividend 
$7.65 0 7.77 per case, little higher 911/2  off 44; Dupont 211 1/2  up 1/4; 
in some quarters; live poultry gen- Chrysler 30% off 1%, 
erally steady ; dressed 'broilers 5e 
lower. 
Butter, butter fat, and fresh milk 
unchanged. 
@ Cheese firm; Wisconsins 22 23 1/0; 
Nebraska daisies 21: long horns .21 1 1/2 ; 
five pound funnily loaf 22; New York 
white 34. 
Potatoes: :New Texas triumphs 71/2 c' 
per pound; old 1, Minne-
sota red river Ohio's $1.77 Se 5.00; 
-Idaho russets $ 4 .50 @ . 4.75; No. 2 rus-
sets 54.00. 










401/2 40 1/2 
12 1 1/8 42 







ST. JOE LIVESTOCK. 
St. Joseph. (In., Slay 11.-CATTLE 
-Receipts 2,200; Market steady to 
strong. 
HO( ,-Receipts 2.800: Market 
steady to 10e up; Top 13.75; Bulk 
12.80 @ 13.40. 
SHEE- Receipts 2,200; Market 
steady. 
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK. 
Kansas City, Mo., Slay 1 1 CATTLE 
--Receipts 7.500; calves 500: undertone 
firm; heavy steers held at $9.50 
0.00; she stock fully steady: veals and 
bulls firm m: veal top $11.00; stockers 
and feeders unchanged. 
HOGS -Receipts 8,000; market meet-
ly steady to  10c higher; 260 @ 250 
 averages et $13.20 @ 13.40: 130 
re 280 pounds at $12.90 @ 
$12.90 
13.10: pack- 280 
pounds at @ 13.10: pack-
ing size .011.00 4/ 11.50: stock ' pigs 
steady ly $14.00 @ 
6,000: 
15.00. 
S I-1 SHEEP-Receipts opening 
sales wool lambs steady $15.60 paid: 
no springers or sheep sold early. 
CHICAGO CASH GRAIN. 
Chicago, May 11. WHEAT--No. 
red $1.681/2 ; No. 3 red $1.65 3/4; No. 2 
hard $1.68 1/4 @ 1 1.68 1/2 . 
CORN --No. 2 yellow 72 t 73 1/4; 
yellew No . 3 70 @ r1%: No. 4 Yellow 
66 @ 69 1/2 ; N I'. yellow' 65 @ 66 1/2 ; 
Nor. 6 yellow 62 @ 64; No. 2 mixed 
72 1/4: No. 3 mixed 681/2  @ (0 1/2  ; No. 
1 mixed 66 70: No. 2 white 73 @ 
74 ; N o, 3 white 73; No. 5 white 64 1/2
OATS- No. 2 white 12 @ 42 1/2 ; No. 
3 -white 42. 
RYE-No. 2. 86 
TIMOTHY 
CLOVER 
$6.0 Sr 6.75. 
--$28.0 @ 32.0, 
OMAHA LIVESTOCK 
( Omaha ha, Al ay 1 1.CATTLE 
5,700: 1:e! strong to 10 S/ 15c up; 
Yearlings 7.25 @ 9.50: Steers 7.5a @ 
9.80; and Heifers 5.50 8.75 
Stockers end Feeders 7 77 @ 8.85 
Calves 6.00 @ 10.50; Bel le and Stags 
5.85 S @  8.00 
HOGS Receipts 6,600; 
Bulk 12.65 @ 1 13.35; Top 13.50 • 
SHEEP ' Receipts rite; 
changed. Corn up sold 1/2 e. Oats, 
rye and barley unchanged. Closing 
prices: 
WHEAT 
No. 2 hard 1 car $1.56 1/2 ; 1 car 
31.13544 ; I car $1.54. 
No, 3 hard 1 car $1.56; '1 car $1.50. 
No. 4 hard 1 car $1.50. 
No. 1 spring' 1 car $1.50. 
No. 1 mixed I car $1.58. 
CORN--
No. 1 yellow I car 69. 
Nu. :1 yellow. 2 cars 671/2 . 
No. 2 white 1 car 67 1/2 . 
RYE-
No. I . 1 car 78. 
N. 2, 2 ears 78.
• 
COMPUTES AGE OF THE EARTH 
Western Scientist Estimates In 
Millions of Years, 
Slay 11.-The earth is 500,-
000,000 years old, and life on land be-
gan 300.000,000 years later, according 
to deductions made by Dr. John 1'. 
Buwalda head of the department of 
geology of the California Institute of 
Technology 
"If any form of life existed earlier 
than 200,000,000 years age, it must 
have been in the sea," explained the 
geologist in a lecture here. 
"In the oldest rocks known to hu-
man knowledge, those of the Arch-
eozoic age, no fossils are found. If 
any life existed at that time, it must 
have been so simple rind so soft 
that no traces were preserved,"
Typewriter Ribbons at Hub Office. 
Bring your old books to the Kearney 
-First 
at the Hub office. 
NEW YORK LIBERTY BONDS. 
New' York, May I1. 4 1/4's 
102.21; Second 444'e 100.26 26; Third 4 1 1/4 's 
101.80 Fourth 4 1 's 103.50. 
KEARNEY CITY MARKETS. 
The following prices were quoted 
by Kearney dealers, at noon today. 
They are subject to the daily fluc-
tuations which the market always 
experiences. 
Kearney Flour Mill. 
wheat No herd  
Furnished by Gibbons 
Corn, No, 2 hard yellow 
Corn, No, 3 yellow  
('urn, No. 2 mixed  
Corn, No. 3 mixed  
Corn, No. 2 white  




Furnished by C. D. Bessie 
Baled prairie hay 















$ 8.00 @ 9.00 
.32 





Pierce Hide and Fur Co. 
Poultry. 























G. H. BENTZ, M. D. 
Obstetrics and General Practice 
R. T. JONES, M. D. 
Surgery and Gynecology. 
American State Bank Bldg 
Phone 157 
A NEW HOME 
Is something you don't build every 
day. Therefore when you do build 
one, you can't get it built too good. 
It is once to build, but lots of wor-
rying afterwards if not satisfactory. 
Let me build your home. First class 
work and satisfaction guaranteed. 
N. C. JENSEN 
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER 
East Lawn Route 1 
PHONE L625 
WASHINGTON BREAKS 
INTO WINNING STREAK 
But Batting of Opposition Shows 
Pitching Weakness. 
Nee York, Slay 10.- With Washing-
ton once more in the van, the Ameri-
can League situation today looks more 
normal, but the National league stand-
ing still defies logical explanation. The 
Senators, their 'hitters functioning be-
hind pitching' which has been less 
steady than usual, assumed leadership 
in the -junior circuit yesterday, when 
they vanquished the Chicago White 
Sox while the Yankees were carefully 
tossing' away a game to the Detroit 
Tigers. 
'Washington will have far from a 
cinch in remaining at the top. Only a 
half game separates the leaders from 
the fourth place Chicagoans. 
Chief American league interest lies 
in the Yankees, who have 
Such 
lost six of 
their last seven starts and whose April 
flare seems to have been a first elites 
dud. Certainly if .the Yanks are to 
remain in the first division they will 
have to get better pitching. In the 
last three games they have banged out 
twelve or more hits daily and still have 
lost two encounters. a record 
means that their pitchers have been 
serving up extremely hittable slants. 
Except for Waite Hoyt and to a les-
ser extent Herb Pennock, none of the 
hurlers is at anywhere near his best 
form. 
The _Robins are still on top of the 
National league' and although experts 
unanimously agree they have no busi-
ness there insist upon their intention 
of retaining the leadership ,for some 
time to conic. 
The city of Brooklyn, never quite 
sane over baseball matters, is delirious 
over the astounding- success of the 
Robins and more particularly the rec-
ords of Jess Petty and Robert 
McGraw, their two unconqUered pitch-
ers. The great Bossy. Vance, who has 
yet to win a game, is forgotten as the 
boiling borough of Brooklyn, marvels at 
the exploits of the redoubtable Jess 
and Robert, who together have won 
nine of the Robins seventeen games 
and have lost not a one. 
TO UNDERTAKE TRIP AGAIN 
From Kansas City to Ft. Benton 
on Missouri River. 
STANDING OF THE TEAMS. 
Western League. 
W. L. lee. 
Des Moines   15 9 .625 
Si. Joe   13 10 .565 
City Oklahoma  13 10 .724 
Denver  11 10 .524 
Omaha.  12 11. .522 
Tulsa  12 12 .500 
Lincoln  $ 14 .364 
Wichita.   7 15 .318 
National League 
W. L. Pct. 
Brooklyn 15 II .652 
Chicago  14 8 .636 
Cincinnati   14 .9 .609 
New York 11 12 .478 
Pittsburgh  10 13 .435 
Philadelphia  10 13 .435 
St. Louis  11 15 .423 
Boston   8 15 .340 
American League. 
SO, L. Pet. 
New York s  15 9 .625 
Cleveland 15 9 .625 
Chicago  16 10 .616 
Washington  16 11 .595 
Philadelphia  13 12 .520 
Detroit   11 13 .458 
Boston   7 17 .292 
St. Louis   7 19 .269 
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS. 
Western League. 
Denver at (finale] , postponed on ac-
count of wet grounds. 
Wichita 4, Tulsa 1. 
No other games played. 
National League. 
Louis 5, New York 4. 
Chicago 9, Brooklyn 0, 
No other games played. 
American League. 
New York 13, Detroit 9. 
Chicago 2, Washington 0. 
Philadelphia 3, St. Louis 2. 
Cleveland 3, Boston 0. 
TAGGING THE BASES. 
Yesterday's hero-Thurston of the. 
White Sox. who let down the Senators 
with six scattered hits while his team, 
in winning 2 to 0, pushed, Washing-ton 
out of the American league lead. 
The Athletics made it. seven straight 
by defeating St. Louis 3 to 2 in the 
last game 'of the series 
Jess Petty's winning streak of five 
games wee shattered when Chicago 
Cubs trounced the Robins 9 to 0. 
Although the Giants out -hit the 
Cardinals, they dropped their fourth 
consecutive game 5 to 4. 
In another free hitting affairs the. 
Yankees heat Detroit 13 to 9. Babe. 
Ruth made his eighth ;homer of the 
season while the Yanks clubbed 19 
blows for a total 
1-8. 
of 33 bases. 
The Indians spoiled Ehmke's hopes 
of a no-hit game in the eighth inning 
and vanquished the' Red Sox 3 to 0. 
Yesterday's Home Run Hitters. 
Ruth, Yanks, 
Combs, Yanks, 1-3. 
St. Paul, Minn., May 11.--Captain Simmons. 1 --3.
Isaac P. Baker of Bismark, N. D., a 
veteran of the days when the Mis- 
souri river was alive With traffic, has 
volunteered to demonstrate the nav-
igability of the tipper Mississippi by 
piloting a boat from Kansas City, Mo., 
to Fort Benton, Mont: 
. Although the Northwest's hope that 
the Upper Mississippi 100y be an 
artery of transportation some day 
has been described as an idle dream 
by some, Captain Baker, who followed 
his father as a river man on the Mis-
souri, believes the plan is feasible. 
And he may obtain financing in his 
ambition to make the trip as a pert 
of the Custer massacre semi- centen-
nial celebration near Billings, Mont., 
June 24, 25 and 26. 
Captain Baker came here to con-
fer with H. E. Stevens, chief engineer 
of the Northern Pacific railroad, 
which has become interested in the 
river veteran's offer. He 'was accom-
panied by James A. Schoemaker, 
se
on
cretary- .of the Billing's Chamber' of 
c 
Schoemaker is rounding up sur-
vivors of Indian warfare days for 
participation in the Custer semi-cen-
tennial. He said that a large band of 
Sioux Indians and 250 present mem-
bers of the seventh calvary, part of 
which was annihilated under Cus-
ter's command, will attend the cele-
bration, which will he on the original 
battlefield, near Billings. 
BROODS OVER MONEY. 
Beatrice, Neb., e Slay I. 1.-Despon-
dency over dome, tic. affairs and the 
loss of several thousand dollars 
through speculation, were given today 
as the reason K. Savage, local 
painter ;red decorator. attempted 
suicide here late yesterday. Savage's 
condition was reported critical by at-
tending physicians following his mit-
t( met to end his life by cutting his 
throat and wrists with e razor. It is 
understood that Savage's wife left 
him sometime ago while they were 
living in Kansas. 
COZAD LOCAL NOTES. 
Grandma Here who has been in 
very poor health fur a long time, is 
seriously ill at this time. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mozier moved the 
pest week to the Frank Gill property. 
Mrs. W. M. Rumpeltess and daugh-
ter, -went to Kearney Saturday for a 
few clays visit with relatives. 
Mr. and .Mrs. A. B. Olson spent 
Saturday evening and Sunday with 
friends at Kearney. 
Wm. Lemke and family Moved the 
first of the week to the new bungalow 
recently built by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. 
()(( sCoach Johnston entered five of his 
track men in the state meet held at 
Lincoln last Friday and Saturday un-
der the auspices of the State Univer-
sity. 
Mrs. Julia Taft went to Kearney 
Thursday afternoon, for a short visit 
with her daughter Lucy, who is teach-
ing school in that community. 
- Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Craig came up 
from Kearney the latter part of last 
week for a short visit with their daugh-
ters, and with ether relatives. 
Fred 
was 
W. Andersen arrived borne Sat-
urday evening from a trip to a nue-l-
ber of Minnesota cities, where he 
called to address several business or-
ganizations. At 54. Paul he talked be-
fore, the student body of the University 
of Minnesota. 
  •  
Adding machine ribbons for sale at 
11,e Huh office. 
Hudson-Essex Taxi Service. Phone 
141-Day and night Chapman Motor Co. 
Kodak finishing. Midwest Camera Shop 
Gehring, Yanks, 1-2. 
L. Bell, Cardinals, 1-2, 
Blades Cards, 1-2. 
AI ousel, Giants, 1-1. 
SPORTING BREVITIES. 
Chicago.-Wetty Wladiewski for 
several years one of the popular cad-
dies on Chicago courses, will be one of 
the caddies in the British Open tourna-
ment this year, his family has been ad-
vised. They just received word from 
the youth saying he Was in New' York 
and had been retained by one of the 
American golfers as caddy for the big 
British event. 
Helena, Mont.-"Bat" Nelson, former 
world's lightweight champion, has been 
freed of charges of passing bad checks, 
Ile 'made good the checks yesterday. 
They were given to a hotel, • 
New York.---Disposition of the case 
of Charley Hoff, Norwegian athlete, 
who on Saturday refused to compete 
in San Francisco on the ground that 
NG 
POWDER 
25 ounces 25c 
More than a pound and a half 







 Ikons ?Pounds used 




we have the experience 
prop-
1111(1 
necessary equipment to 





The Registering Piano 
Do you ever 
weary of 
lust 
You can so easily 
have the joy of play-
ing music now. 
Have you ever wished that 
you could sit down to the 
piano and play? 
Have you ever yearned to 
express your own feelings in 
the wonderful language of 
music? 
When you're happy, when you're 
sad, when you want to escape for 
a little time from the humdrum of 
life-nothing can take the place of 
music that you play yourself 
And now you can play with your 
own touch, your own expression- even 
though you cannot read a note 
'





of music. The Gulbransen Regis-
tering Piano has made it possible. 
A small cash payment will put 
the Gulbransen Registering Piano 
in your home. Subsequent pay-
ments to suit your convenience. 
Allowance will be made for your 
present piano or other musical 
instrument. 




US IC CO. 
he was out of condition, is hieing held John A. Miller & E. 
to 
I,. Randall, Attys. 
up by the amateur athletic union until J ORDER FOR HEARING AND 
that body obtains affidavits relative NOTICE OF PROBATE OF WILL. 
Hoff's condition. 
New York.- Mystery is attached to 
the announced intention of Benny 
Leonard, retired lightweight champion. 
to visit the offices of the state athletic 
commission today. It has been report-
ed that Leonard seeks to return to the 
ring as a welterweight. 
Lincoln, Neb.-Clearing skies today 
promised a fast track for the dual track 
meet between Nebraska university end 
Drake here tomorrow. Nebraska track 
team members have been limited with 
outdoor practice because of rain dm -
ing the lust few days. 
Indianapolis, Ind.-Wayne "Big" 
Munn, Nebraska heavyweight wrestler, 
defeated Mike Romano in straight falls 
here last night: 
CHICAGO GRAIN OPENING. 
Wheat May, new, off 1/2 ; May, old, 
off 5/8 ; July off 3/8; September off %. 
CornMay rind July unchanged; 
September up 1/2 . 
Oats-May, July and September un-
Changed. 
Provisions-Higher. 
In the County Court of Buffalo Coun- 
' ty, Nebraska. 
On filing the petition of A. L. Bur-
ton preying that the written instru-
ment filed iii said court, purporting to 
be the last will and testament of 
Eugene E. Burton deceased be 
administration 
ad-
mitted to probate and allowed as the 
last will of deceased. and execution of 
said will and of said 
estate be granted to Guaranty Trust 
Company xis administrator with the 
will annexed. 
It is hereby ordered that a hearing 
be had upon said petition in said court 
on the first day of June, 1926, at 9 
o'clock a. m. at which time and place 
all persons interested in said estate 
are requested to appear and show-
cause, why the prayer of said petition 
should not be granted. It is further 
ordered that notice of said hearing be 
given to all said persons by publica-
tion of this order for three successive 
weeks prior to said clay of hearing- in 
the Kearney Hub a legal newspaper 
published in said county. 
Witness my Mind and official seal 
this 8th day of Slay. 1926.
(Seal) .1, SI. EASTERLING, 
m10d3w 3w County Judge. 
SAYS DANGEROUS VARICOSE VEINS 
CAN BE REDUCED AT HOME 
Rub Gently and Upward Toward the 
Heart as Blood in Veins Flows 
That Way. 
If you or any relative or friend is 
worried because of varicose veins, or 
hunches, the best advice that anyone 
in this world can give you is to ask 
your druggist for an original two-
ounce bottle of Moone's Emerald Oil 
(full strength) and apply night end 
morning to the swollen, enlarged veins. 
Soon you will . notice that they are 
growing smaller and the treatment 
should he continued until the veins are 
of normal size. So penetrating and -
powerful is Emerald Oil that even 
Piles are quickly absorbed. All drug-
gists sell lots of it. 
Alfalfa Seed! 
It's Not Too Late To Sow Alfalfa Seed. 
Conditions Are Ideal Now. 
We c have recleaned Extra I Ionic Grown 
sow. 
Alfalfa 
Seed- the safest and best seed to Its acclimated ed. 
Patterson & Co. 
Davis Auction Co. 
Will have a large Furniture Sale on the lot south of the Bur-
ington passenger station on 
Saturday Afternoon, May 15 
Sale starts promptly at 1:30 
Beds, Dressers,Tables, Chairs 
Rugs and Home Furnishings 
